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THE AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING D-16
IT LOOKS EXPENSIVE BUT IT'S NOT!

THIS NEW RADIO CONSOLE from
Audioarts combines the benefits of a
ROUTER and an AUDIO CONSOLE into one
COST-EFFECTIVE digital package, letting
you route any input to any fader or to any
monitor feed, with all sources clearly
shown in bright LED dot matrix displays
right above the faders and monitor level
controls.

A COMPACT TABLETOP DESIGN, the D-16
has the features you need: both analog
and digital PROGRAM and AUDITION
stereo outputs, 2 MONO analog outputs,
14 input faders plus 2 caller faders, 4 mic
preamps, control room and studio
monitoring, built-in cue and headphone
amps (with concealed headphone jack)
-even four internally generated mix -
minus outputs!

IP

WITH 24 -BIT A>D and D>A inputs and
outputs and sample rate converters on
every AES digital input the D-16 will work
with virtually any digital source gear you
have. It can run your source machines too
(up to eight of them)-all opto-isolated.
Its DSP DIGITAL METERING simultaneously
displays VU columns and peak hold
fullscale digital so yoL. can be assured of
pristine performance. Its powerful caller
tools generate mix -minuses automati-
cally, and you can proc ram any of its four
MXM outputs to be pre or post fader.

And with Wheatstone's extensive
digital background and reputation you
can be assured that the D-16 is a great
console

-=.---71AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
252-638-7000 / www.audroarts.net / sales@wheatstone.corn



Networked Audio from
Harris? You Betcha!

Want :o maximize your facility and
studic capacity? Leverage your existing
equipment to do more for your talent,
station - and bottom line? You can with
the power of VistaMax from Harris.

VistaMaK is a digital audio management system that lets

you netvork your audio studios together. With universal

access to all of your resources simultaneously you increase

product vity and quality while decreasing maintenance.

You can smoothly migrate from a dedicated analog studio

to a dig tal networked infrastructure with this distributed

approach - on your timeframe. Benefits include:

 Autonomous console operation, when needed

Easily share resources to gain economies of scale

 Quickly reconfigure your facility when

program or format changes occur

 Redu:e installation time and cost for

any reconfiguration

As a natural extension of our BMXdigital expertise,

VistaMax is built on field -proven technologies such as

familiar user interfaces without the complexity of a PC.

Empower your audio management with VistaMax.

Contact Harris today.

1 800.622.0022 www.broadcast.harris.com
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An early effort at a digital cassette recorder

ON THE COVER:
Recording audio in the field is a simplified

task with the current wave of portable
recorders and their increased capability.

Cover design by Michael J. Knust.
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 Semi -isobaric design

 Dual 5.25" drivers

 8.5" x 15" x 8.25"

 200 watts RMS cap.

 .25" Acrylic const-uction
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The most unique and versatile book shelf speaKer available today. The LB -100
utilizes liquid gel technology for increased performance and an outstanding
sound. The compact design allows for easy placement in the listening
environment. Available in over 35 different colors to choose from. Call
us or visit our web site for a dealer near you, or to request a catalog.

See why we say Big Sound...Little Package!

(Liquid
ACOUSTICS- 714-690-5934

www.liquidacoustics.com
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Currents Online Ea Site Features
Highlights of news items from the past month

NRSC Completes Gen 3 Eval of IBOC
The final step in the evaluation process examined the
HDC audio codec.

Senate Committee Passes LPFM Bill
The bill that could remove the third -adjacent channel
restrictions is on its way to the full Senate.

Logitek Ships 600th Audio Engine
Logitek has also shipped more than 900 console
control surfaces.

Clear Channel Accelerates IBOC Rollout
Kevin Lockhart has been appointed as the senior VP
of technology development to oversee the rollout.

Engineer's Notebook
This handy collection of tips, tricks and

formulas can help you resolve lots of problems.
Just added: A handy T- and H -pad calculator.

Portable Recorder Comparison
Access the August Trends in Technology article

online and download a PDF with more
comparative data on portable recorders.

RaOto

Triociorft'
.rUPDATE

;fight on - R-171

IEEE Starts BPL Standard IBOC Update
IEEE P1675 will create the Standard for Broadband This twice -monthly e-mail newsletter keeps you
over Power Line Hardware. up to date with the latest HD Radio news.

11=1114...,
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the NEXT genetion for all, DLIII, and 111V systems...

... The #1 manufacturer of satellite automation systems for Radio introduces

Digilink-Xtreme, the most important advance in Radio automation in more than a decade.

Combining the best of PC computers and the best of professional Broadcast audio hardware,

Arrakis re -invents Satellite automation, ... again !

only $2,495 plus PC

call 970-461-0730 ext 329

www.arrakis-systems.com 7o1 461-0730
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e Gen
Proven Prophet technology now sold bit by bit.
Run your radio station for $495! You buy only what you need.
Add on features as your budget allows.

Software Packages

NexGenIOI
NexGen101 Core License $495
Runs a single station in Automated or Live Assist modes. The core license is
required or. all NexGen101 workstations, and includes the ability to create and
execute logs, basic audio element production, day of the week clock templates, and
audio backup/load utilities. All other modules can be added to the core license to
create multiple workstation configurations.

ffi)l/MA
Arffmrm-v 10

Int

Live Control Package $404 75,4,/ 'gm, 
Useful for high energy morning shows. Create and play audio elements outside of
the log for random access or auto -play, send artistititle information. Includes:
Electronic Copy module, Cart Deck module, Buttor Bar module and RDS Export
module.

Satellite Package $404 S'44, Zia. 0
Enables your station to run in satellite mode and automatically record satellite
feeds, with local spot insertion and time and temperature announcements in your
staff's voices. Includes: Satelli:e Mode module, Time & Temperature Announce
module, CRR Automated Capture module, and GPI module.

Scheduler Package $404 Guy 11~ g
Schedule your station using ether internal or external scheduling systems.
Includes: MusicGen101 integrated music scheduler module, Traffic and Music Load
module, Multi -User Access module for setting unique user permissions, and the
Audio Archive module for enhanced audio management.

VoiceTRAC Package $404 Guy 1/44. 
Record breaks, intros and outros for when you can't be live, but still want to
sound like it. Includes: Basic VoiceTRAC module, Enhanced Production Interfaces
module for third -party audio editors, CD Extractor/Audio Format Converter, and the
Graphic VoiceTRAC Upgrade module for graphically based voice tracking and quick
segue reviewing.

NexGenIOI
Buy Individual NexGen101 Software Modules for $101
Archive Module Guy itow
Basic VoiceTRAC Module 2..4.4 1/44, g
Button Bar Module Guy Ifews. 
Cart Deck Module nut stow
CDX/AFC Module 27,e4 11460 
DRR Automated Capture Module Guy 1tsev
Electron c Copy Module Guy ltsa. 0
Enhanced Production Module Eqse, Wow 0
GPI Mocule Guy Ej
Graphic VoiceTRAC Upgrade Module Guy ?taw
Multi -User Access Module Guy 1f 0
MusicGen101 Module 27-cey Waco 0

One year NexGen101 Software Updates Guy lfow 0
One year NexGen101 Support 15,sq Woes. 0
One year NexGen101 Support Upgrade Es:# Item=
RDS Ex>ort Module Esc,' Wbel,
Satellite Module Guy ?tow

PROPHET SYSTEMSow0 innovations
Time & Temperature Announce Module Guy 1t14, 
Traffic and Music Load Module Guy iteseo 0
Transfer Module 2,-,s# Itow

1-877-774-1010
www.nexgen101.com

Proven Prophet Systems technology. Built by Prophet, backed by Prophet, designed for you.



Viewpoint

Shades of big brother

n late June, the FCC released a Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking that sought to re-
quire broadcasters to retain recordings of
on -air programs. Specifically, the FCC is
interested in verifying that stations are not
broadcasting indecent material outside the
safe harbor hours from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.

With the passionate interest in eliminat-
ing material that could be considered inde-
cent from the airwaves, this action adds yet
another item to the agenda. When the
NPRM was released, FCC Commissioner
Michael Copps issued a separate state-
ment, which makes it rather obvious that he

is the one pushing this item through.
From the FCC's point of view, there

is no additional work for the other
commissioners. Barring any com-
pelling opposition, what will proba-
bly happen is that the rule will be
added. For the commissioners, it's
easier to let it go through than fight it.
And like so many other issues that
relate to moral opinion, it will only
make the opposing commissioner
look bad to a segment of the public.

In his statement, Copps mentions
that under the current rules,the per-
son filing an indecency complaint is

asked to also supply a recording of the
event or it will be dismissed. According to
Copps, this procedure "ignores that it is
the Commission's responsibility to in-
vestigate complaints that the law has
been violated, not the citizen's responsi-
bility to prove the violations"

In every legal proceeding, it is up to the
accuser to provide the evidence to prove
the guilt. If mandatory logging is added to
the rules it will provide the means for a
licensee to provide the material that may
incriminate itself. In other words, prove
your innocence, but if you can't provide
the recording, then you are guilty di" violat-
ing the rules. It seems that there would be
no way for the licensee to win.
As it is, even if a recording exists, the

content is still subject to interpretation as to

Send comments to:

whether or not it is indecent. So while a licensee may
protect itself by providing a recording that it believes
exonerates any wrong doing, the interpretation of the
material may be to the contrary.

Depending on the potential fines, a licensee may pick and
choose which recordings to provide and which to hide to
better his chances of receiving a lesser fine.

Indecency has no place on the public airwaves. I think
anyone will agree with that. Licensees should take respon-
sibility for their programming. But as I said,there is no clear-
cut definition of indecency.

With all this said, I should note that broadcast logging is
a common practice in other countries. Does required
logging violate free speech rights? That is a major point that
will be debated, and the FCC specifically asked about this
matter. Along this line,I recently ready about a 1970 action
by the U.S.Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia that
declared unconstitutional a law requiring the Public Broad-
casting Service to retain tapes of controversial program-
ming. This new NPRM sounds similar in scope, and even
if the FCC approves it, the courts may overturn the decision.

I have heard complaints from stations that required
logging will present a financial hardship on some stations.
Creating some kind of logging system is not difficult and
does not need to be overly expensive. With a little creative
thinking, a system can be created on a minimal budget.

For a station, logging also has its benefits. The recording
can be used to verify that something was played on the air.
Smarter logging systems can also be used as skimmers to
aid in announcer reviews.

In the end, it doesn't bother me if required logging is
instituted. A licensee can take advantage of a logging
system. A responsible broadcaster won't have anything
to worry about anyway. However, easy public access to
required logs could too easily be abused, in which case
the requirement would become a hardship for stations.
This could spiral into a never-ending set of rules that
dictate a relatively minor concern in the overall goal of
responsible broadcasting.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cschererPprimediabusiness.com

E-mail: radio@primediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905
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Matrix Portable:
Delivering the sound of the gun coing off to listene' wound the world is is simple

at pressing a button. The. Camrex Matrix, equippec ttitf- our optional GSM Module,

combines an integrated -rooile phone and an adv-riced Comrex codec t: deliver

broadcast quality 7kHz audio over standard cellu13- cmections (15kHz over

ROTS). The results? Your lis-teners hear the wind ii the rigging - the sound of

] half -a -boat -length victory with de oil that's unprecedented.

Matrix Rack.
sure all the action is in +e field (or off shoe...), but a treat remote nee:s a

treat home base. And there's notl-i ig better than tne. Matrix Rack. It's cam-

ratible via POTS and ISDI'. with A_ Corr rex cocecs 3! well as those from

nearly everyone else. Perfect for receiving those GSM culls from the fiel:.

Make the Matrix Rack the center of communicat ons for ALL your remciles.

Grab your audience by the ears and give them tte fu 1 experience - not ust a story.

Liomg a remote? Put (...o IltUA on the line.

Toll Free: 800-237-116  www.comrex.com e-mail: info@comrex cur

19 File Road, Devens, MA )1434 USA Tel: 978-784-177  Fax: 9)E -:84-471f



RF Engineering

Electronic feedback
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

ost of the radio transmitters in use today
depend on feedback, negative or positive,
for their successful operation. Positive
feedi can be found in the RF side of
trans and negative feedback in the
audio portion. However, as equipment
designers become more esoteric in their
circuitry we sometimes find fett back volt-
ages of unexpected sign in unusual places
and doing unusual things.

Feedback issimply described as the trans-
fer of controlled amounts of energy or data,
from the output of a stage back into its input
circuit so that the output and performance
of the device are affected by the feedback
signals. These signals may be in phase or
out of phase, i.e. positive or negative, de-

pending on the purpose

An example of a basic inverse feedback
circuit.

of the feedback system.

The good and
the bad

If the feedback signal is
in phase it is known as
regenerative because it
adds to the signal pass-
ing through the stage.
Unless properly con-
trolled, this can lead to
instability and oscilla-
tion, and is normally un-
desirable except in par-

ticular cases such as stages that are re-
quired to oscillate and produce RF or AF
voltages. RF amplifiers are particularly
susceptible to undesired feedback through
internal input and output capacitances in
the electron device. This is counteracted
by a neutralizing circuit, which generally
requires readjustment or re -neutralizing,
when a tube is changed.

A second cause of undesired feedback is
magnetic (mutual coupling) feedback
between the input and output circuits in an
amplifier. This occurs when plate voltages
that are 180° out of phase get into the grid
or input circuit.

If the stage amplification factor is greater
than the attenuation of the out -of -phase
signal, the stage will oscillate at a frequency

other than the desired operating frequency. This will be
unstable and lower than the tuned tank -circuit frequency.
This kind of undesired feedback is eliminated in the circuit
design by careful shielding and inductance layout.

Inverse feedback, often called degenerative, has the op-
posite effect and is useful in transmitter design. In this case,
the out -of -phase voltage tends to oppose or reduce the
desired signal. However, not only is the desired signal
reduced, but undesired voltages such as noise and hum
are reduced. A secondary benefit is often an improvement
in the frequency response of the stage because low levels
of feedback at certain frequencies result in low gain
reduction. This increases basic gain at these frequencies
and tends to improve the overall response. At higher audio
frequencies up to 30dB of feedback can be used. As audio
frequencies increase the output and gain tend to decrease.
Sometimes a sudden, quick rotation in the phase shift
occurs due to resonances in transformers and stray capac-
ities. This may result in phase lag, which can slow the
feedback signal and cause oscillation at supersonic fre-
quencywhich may be as high as 50kHz. This,of course,can
result in distortion, overload and possible damage to the
transmitter caused by the spurious signal.

As would be expected the stage gain is reduced. This
means that the input voltage has to be increased to
compensate for the stage gain loss. The degree of gain
reduction is noted in decibels. For instance, raising the
input by 14dB to maintain the same output indicates the
presence of I4dB of inverse feedback.

Feedback in transmitters
The method and component values required to produce

this desired feedback are determined by the transmitter
design engineer. If the component values of the feedback
ladder are changed by the user there will be a discrepancy
from the manufacturer's specifications. This important
point can be easily overlooked. The consequence may be
complaints from the program director or general manager
that the signal is noisy and has hum. Sometimes compo-
nent values change with continued operation and slow
deterioration in signal quality is not noticed. Check a few
component values and run a resistance and capacitor
check at maintenance time to ensure that no substantial
changes have occurred over the passage of time.

The application of inverse feedback in a transmitter
design offers several advantages to the circuit engineer.
Apart from minimizing distortion it can also be used to
minimize hum. Power tube filaments can produce a
surprising amount of hum if proper precautions are not
taken, especially in old transmitters.

The heavy current flow in the filament of a large power
tube produces a strong magnetic field, which can slightly

10 August 2004 www.beradio.com



Commander
World's 1st Modular Stereo Audio Codec

Introducing the new Tieline Commander G3

At Tieline. we've taken a fresh approach to audio codec design. Nov. you can customize your audio,codec to

suit your exact needs for remote broadcasts and STLs. You only pay for what you need and we're the first to

be compatible with most major ISDN and POTS codecs in your rack.

Think of the.new Commander G3 as a codec foundation with two 2xpansion s ots which accept your choice of

POTS. ISDN and GSM modules. You simply buy what you need.

For example. if you need a mono 15kHz POTS codec. simply
buy the Commander G3 with a POTS module for one low
price. Need 15kHz Stereo or dual mono over POTS? Just

add another POTS module.

If ycu're looking for a mono stereo ISDN codec without
POTS. you can buy a Commander G3 with an ISDN mod-
ule only. It comes with G.711. G.722. and Mpeg Layer 2.

Tieline's 'Music- algorithm also delivers an astounding
15kHz stereo over a single ISDN B channel! You can
always add a POTS or wireless GSM module later if you

need.

Need a stereo ISDN STL with automatic failover to
15kHz mono POTS? Buy the Commander G3
with POTS and ISDN modules plus Tieline's
new Freedom Failover software kit.

Plug in the GSM module and deliver up to
7.5 kHz over GSM networks and up to 15 kHz
ove- HSCSD wireless networks.

We'rZie even created digital matrix router software which
enaoles you to cue audio off air. create a local audio intercom, and

talkback to the studio all without interrupting your broadcast.

The new Tieline Commander G3 is simply the world's most powerful. flexible and customizable

codec. It's even compatible with your Comrex" Vector. Matrix, BlJe and Musicam Liberty POTS codecs.

Every Tieline codec conies with a two year warranty plus the support of an experienced engineering team with

more than 25 years in the broadcast industry right here in Indianapolis. That's why hundreds of stations. major

radio groups and networks across America use Tieline to deliver audio every single day.

Hurry. free demonstration Commander G3's are limited. Call you 'avorite broadcast dealer or call us at

800-950-0750 to book your free demo.

TielineAe Call: 800 950 0750
www.tieline.com/beTECHNOLOGY



RF Engineering

deflect the electron path in the tube. Be-
cause this magnetic field varies at the pow-
er line frequency,the election flow is mod-
ulated at this frequency and an ac hum
develops in the carrier. Many years ago,
before inverse feedback was developed, it
was standard practice to use a dc source
for the filaments to eliminate PA hum.

Fortunately, inverse feedback can be ap-
plied to most of the transmitters currently
in use today. This includes all transmitters
in which the modulated RF output enve-
lope isstrictly in phase with the modulating
signal at the point of feedback injection. It
is essential that the phase of the feedback
signal agree with the phase of the audio
signal, otherwise the benefits of inverse
feedback will not only be lost but audio
quality will be affected.

To produce the necessary in -phase copy
of the modulating audio signal a small
sample of the modulated RF output is
rectified and an audio voltage replicating
the RF envelope is produced. This is ap-
plied at the input of the modulator stage.

FOR DIGITAL AM RADIO

WIDEBAND ANTENNA TUNING
UNITS, PHASING AND MATCHING

SYSTEMS TO MEET CUSTOM
REQUIREMENTS

NEW "DM" SERIES SUPER
WIDEBAND ANTENNA TUNING

UNITS

THREE TOWER AM 50kW NDA-D / DA -N DIRECTIONAL ARRAY ANTENNA
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA SYSTEM

ST PAUL, MN

TUNING UNR

GAITHERSBURG, MD

The major characteristic required for successful inverse
feedback application is a modulation envelope, which
closely replicates the phase of the audio signal at the point
of feedback injection. A problem can arise in plate -
modulated transmitters because the inevitable phase
shift that occurs in modulation and driver transformers
makes it difficult to apply inverse feedback over the
whole stage. This excessive phase shift occurs at higher
audio frequencies.

Because of this excessive phase shift caused by the
various transformers and other iron -cored devices, feed-
back is normally only used in the modulator stage and
excluding the modulation transformer. This will correct
distortion and hum produced in this stage, but not any
produced in the RF stage.

Inverse feedback can be applied in most transmitters in
use today, provided that audio phase remains constant
over the whole audio frequency range in use. It can be used
with the Doherty system, grid modulation and class B linear
amplifiers and circuits where phase relationships can be
precisely maintained so that gain and noise reduction
benefits will result.

Feedback is not a panacea that will correct an improperly
tuned or misadjusted transmitter. It will not cure distortion
resulting from negative overmodulation. Instead, it merely
causes heavier negative overmodulation.

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.

PINNKEEPER
brld

i00111100"1.11411.P.rrs
INNKEEPER PBX easily converts your multi -line PBX
type telephone system into a professional, affordable
talk show console. Simply connect between your telephone

handset and the phone base. So simple, anyone can do it.

Winner of Radio World's 2003 Cool Stuff Award.

JK Audio
REMOTE AUDIO 8 BROADCAST GEAR

Toll Free (USA &Canada): 800-552-8346

Tel: 815-786-2929  Fax: 815-786-8502

www.jkaudio.com  info@jkaudio.com
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Success Starts with cfInvestigator V2.5
The software that works as hard as you do.77:r

aveti:90-torv2.5 is our most flexible program yet.
Display Audemat-Aztec Navigator 100 & Navigator 007 field surveys.
Export propagation jobs for display in other maping programs.
Import contour information from other programs for your use.
One set of TOPO! Maps is Included with the program.

Display and Printing Improvements
Set colors and line weights for easier to read maps
Invert colors easily for faxing
Create your own map labels
Variable job scan range
Display ESRI Shape Files

PL-StiVeR
With this advanced module you can create path -
loss files for propagation analysis in "flnvestigator.

AudematAztec New!
C astpnRInnovalion

"DA Design Tool" Improvements
Completely redesigned to work faster
Set your own antenna design limits
New booster designer

011' DI is a "behind -the -scenes" utility
program that downloads data from the FCC
website and creates databases for our various
products. Never buy another database!

Visit www.rfsoftware.com today!
Call 352-336-7223 for information. rfSoftwa re, Inc.

rfSoftware is an Audeniat-Aztec dealer. On -site Training Available innovative engineering tools

WWW.RAMSYSCOM.COM
800 779 7575

STUDIO DESIGNS

PFE-WIRED SYSTEMS

 BROADCAST FURN TURE

S\VITCHERS

METERING

AMPLIFIERS

 WIRE & CABLE

MICROPHONE ACCESSORIES

 PUNCH BLOCKS

EQUIPMENT RACKS

STUDIO ACCESSORIES

USED EQUIPMENT
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FCC Update

FCC revising RF radiation rules
By Harry Martin

he FCC expects to issue an order this fall
revising some of the radio frequency (RF)
radiation rules applicable to broadcast
stations. In a proceeding that commenced
last summer, the FCC is considering modi-
fications to some of its RF evaluation and
measurement procedures, addition of more
specific definitions regarding"occupation-
al" exposure, and elimination of inconsis-
tencies in the RF radiation rules. The pro-
posed rule will include revised procedures
for determining whether a station is ex-
cluded from the requirement to evaluate
RF radiation, a revised definition of the
people to whom occupational/controlled
exposure limits apply, and revised proce-
dures for use of spatial averaging to show
compliance with exposure limits.

 Who will be subject to routine RF eval-
uation? All broadcast stations currently
are required to perform routine RF evalu-
ations at certain times. The only proposed
change would affect LPFM stations (be-
cause they operate at a maximum power of
100W). The FCC is considering excluding
from the routine evaluation requirement
those LPFM stations that have a separation
distance of at least 3 meters between any
portion of the radiating structure of the
transmitting antenna and any area acces-
sible to the general public or workers not
meeting the criteria for the higher occupa-
tional/controlled RF exposure limits.

For experimental broadcast stations, FM
translators and FM boosters, the rules cur-
rently require routine RF evaluations if the
power is greater than 100W The FCC has
proposed to require, in addition, routine RF
evaluations for these stations that operate
with 100W or less power if the distance
separation is less than 3 meters. In this
connection the FCC has asked whether it
should adopt different distance separations
for different frequencies for these stations.

 Definition For Occupational/Controlled
Exposure Limits. The RF radiation rules
contain two sets of exposure limits. Higher
occupational/controlled exposure limits
apply to workers who are fully aware of the
potential for exposure and can exercise

control over their exposure. These higher limits also apply
to transient individuals (i.e., those who pass through a
controlled area subject to the higher limits) if they are made
aware of the potential for exposure.

For individuals meeting the occupational/controlled
criteria, the FCC proposes to define"fully aware" as having
received written and verbal information concerning the
potential for RF exposure and training regarding appropri-
ate work practices for controlling or mitigating exposure.
Additionally,the term "exercise control"would be defined
as the ability to reduce or avoid exposure by administrative
or engineering work practices (as personal protective
equipment or time -averaging exposure).

 Spatial -averaging. Spatial -averaging is an RF radiation
measurement technique used to determine the amount of
RF exposure at a particular spot by averaging the electric
and magnetic fields (squared) over an area equivalent to
the area normally occupied by a standing human body.
The FCC believes that there has been confusion about
when the use of spatial -averaging is appropriate. It ex-
pressed concerns about situations where a localized (spa-
tial peak) field intensity exceeds the exposure limits near
an antenna (which is potentially accessible to workers or
the public) despite the fact that the spatially averaged
measurement over the area indicates compliance with
exposure limits. The concern is that localized hot spots
could lead to exposure in the body of a nearby person that
exceeds the partial -body limits while not exceeding the
whole -body limit. The FCC is seeking comments on how
to ensure compliance in such situations and,in particular,
when reliance on spatial -averaging is appropriate. Com-
ments filed in the rulemaking suggested that spatial peak
measurements alone may be sufficient to show compli-
ance with exposure limits. The FCC is also seeking com-
ments on procedures and techniques for whole -body
spatial averaging, including the positioning of the observer
relative to the antenna.

Martin is president of the Federal Communications Bar Asso-
ciation and a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, Arlington,
VA. E-mail martin@flihlaw.com.

Dateline:
Aug. 19 is the deadline for filing 2004 annual

regulatory fees. On Oct. 1 radio stations in Iowa
and Missouri must file their renewal applications and
ownership reports with the FCC and place their
annual EEO public file reports in their public files
and post them on their websites. Also on Oct. 1,
radio station> in Colorado, Minnesota, Montana,
North Dakota and South Dakota must begin their
renewal pre4iling announcements.
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StudioDrive makes your PC a
studio -in-a-box!

StudioDrive cw.lt OUT.L2 OuirPINY
C. STUDIO SYSTEM IN IN-RECOAD

ON TEL

11

L3 IN 4
MIC +L1/TEL L2/L3 P C

.26 -15 .20 TS -20 .15 .20 15

-15 -10 -25 ' .10 -25 -10 .25 10

.30 .5 -30 -S -30 30 -5

OFF OFF

OUT -PC,M 10 -5 0 .3
IN.' AIR

t-mONITOR PHONES VU

OFF MIN ,AX .4*

StudioDrive is a 6 -input stereo mixer that makes /our PC a self contained full,' integrated studio!

Perfect for radio automation. newsrooms. PC edit suites, emergency stud,cs. remotes, LPFM.

 Mic input wi remote
 4 stereo Line inputs
 Telephone coupler
 Mix -minus built in
 Monitor system w/automatb muting
 AIR Monitor input
 Mic Tally controls On The lights
 Headphone output
Call BGS for great deals on
Henry products! www.bgs.cc

352-622-7700

Air

CEO

HENRY

FE
ENGINEERING

roadcastersr General Store

.- 
*tuna "%eat .Pc. %Iwo rte.

Mr"

Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricating
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a 10 -year warranty.
Our complete one -stop -
shop includes installation,
turnkey pre wiring.
switches and
components,conference
rooms. reception desks. and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
techniques, and a clear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace
tailored to your budget.

fritritwri TEL: 623-780-0045

FAX: 623-780-9860

mager@magersystems.com
www.magersystems.com

Visit our website for more information

MI *ow
1g;

WBAA

Purdue University

Touct Sensitive Switches & Keyboards

111S1

introduces
our new

award winning
"Sound Choice"

furniture. Our
modular in stock
furniture boasts

unsurpassed quality
for the economical

budget with a 10 -year
limited warranty.

See details on
our website.
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TTRENDS IN
EC 4-1 LOGY

By Chriss Scherer, editor

In pursuit of practical performers
Recording audio outside the studio presents several chal-
lenges to the radio station. The ability to make a high -
quality recording is not so difficult, but finding the right

device to handle the task requires attention to several factors to be
sure that the correct choice is made. There is a broad range of
portable choices to capture recorded sound. Whether your need
is an interview recorder or a multi -track concert system, there are
plenty of options to consider.

One of the first decisions to make will likely be determined by the
intended use. In general, portable recorders can be grouped into
two broad classes: hand-held and portable deck. Both are compact
and easy to carry, and the physical size difference usually carries
increased capabilities.

The hand-held systems are ideal for one-on-one short interviews
or in places where a recorder can be placed on a podium during
a press conference. Their small size allows them to be placed in
a pocket or travel bag quite easily. A built-in or plug-in mic makes
it an all -in -one unit without the need for extra cables.

With a slight increase in size, the portable decks usually offer
greater battery capacity and might provide a second media slot,
which is ideal for built-in backup or long sessions. Likewise,
enhanced controls and indicators and a greater number of con-
nection possibilities may be included.

One constraint of a smaller package is the reduced area to house
connectors. The XLR has proven itself as a reliable and robust audio
connector. Except for pulling the audio cable out of the connection,

Resource Guide
A comparison of some of the available portable recorders

The Resource Guide is a partial list to help you compare various models.
A more detailed list is available by accessing this article online at beradio.com.

Manufacturer/
Model

Media

PDA

recorder
hardware

Media
Capacity

depends
on hardware

Media
Slots

*

Stereo/
Mono

depends
on software

Size
inches,
wxhxd

Weight
lbs. (w/o

batteries)
Inputs

3.5mm
S/PJIF,
AE3-3

Outputs Power Extras

Core Sound  www.core-sound.com
PDAudio-CF

Denon  www.usa.denon.com
DN-F2OR Compact

Flash
2GB 2 both 8.2x1.7x6.3 2 XLR -nic,

RCA line
stereo
RC line

6 AA monitor
speaker

Digigram  www.digigram.com
RCX220 PCMCIA any 1 both 7.5x3.25x1 1 DIN mic or

balanced
line

5 AA USB,

Xtrack
LE editor

Fostex  www.fostexdvd.net
FR -2

PD -6

PCMCIA any 1 both 9.8x3x8.6 3.3 XLRm c,
AES-3,

S/PDI=

stereo RCA
line, AES-3,

S/PDIF

8 AA monitor
speaker,

USB

DVD-RAM,
internal HD

1.46BG(DVD),

40GB (HD)
1 up to six

tracks
13x4.3x9.5 7.7 6 mic/li le

XLR, DB25

digital

6 line XLR,
DB25

digital

NP -1 six-ch. mixer,
USB,

Firewire

HHB  www.hhhusa.com
Portadrive
POR2000

Portadisc
MDP500

hard drive 40GB 1 up to eight
tracks

13.1x4.2x8.8 11.6 6 It-lie/lire
XLR,

AES-3,

S/PDIF

dual stereo
XLR line,
AES-3,

S/PDIF

NP -1 monitor
speaker,

record buffer,
USB

MiniDisc N/A 1 stereo 10x2.2x7.1 4 2 midline
XLR,

S/PDIF

stereo RCA
line,

S/PDIF

8 M monitor
speaker,

record buffer
USB

- parameter depends on hardware used
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"State of the art technology
in digital consoles and routers
for radio and TV"

BC20 D. ' *tal Conso e

 Cost effective and flexible design.

 Multipoint intercommunication and easy multi -studio

management capabilities.

 Flexible inputs and outputs allocated to faders.

 Design adaptable to digital and analog environments

with all basic broadcasting functions built-in.

 Enhanced interconnectivity between engines through

MADI multi -channel links.

 Modular surface control with motorized faders; positions

stored on pages.

BC2000 D Route

The same router used by the BC 2000D

console works as a stand-alone router,

with 7048 inputs and outputs,

summing and processing, with a

scalable and modular architecture.

For more information on the BC 2000D Digital Console visit our Web Page

AEQ also offers excellent communications and audio equipment

Stationary and portable ISDN audio codecs and telephone hybrids.

Advanced multi -channel talk show system.

Multiplexers, analogue mixing consoles, AD converters, monitors and digital

rommentary system for large sport events.

AEQ
Phone: 866-817 9745

954-581 7999

Fax: 954-581 7733
e-mail:sales@aeqbroadcast.com
url: www.aeqbroadcast.com



which is possible on any audio connector, the XLR
is almost indestructible. It also provides a built-in
connector lock to keep it in place. Its drawback is that
it is comparatively large. Smaller audio connectors,
such as 3.5mm phone -style connectors, are conve-
nient, but are prone to breaking or being pulled from
their jack. Newer designs are incorporating locking
mechanisms to keep them in place.

The decision between a hand-held and a deck may
be determined by the available features more so than
the form factor. Smaller housings may mean smaller

itagr, poi, Wolk load
Save Time and Money With SCMS!

28 Years of Personal Service
:Experienced Technical Staff
:New & Rebuilt Audio & RF

:Extensive Rental Fleet
eeRep for 600+ Companies

eeTrade-ins Welcomed

Mid -South Sales:
Bob Mayben
Voice: 877-391-2650

Central Sales:
Bernie O'Brien
Cell: 731-695-1714

West Coast Sales:
Doug Tharp
Sales: 866-673-9267

Mid -West Sales:
Mary Schnelle
Sales: 1-800-245-4307

South -Atlantic Sales:
Art White
Sales: 770-632-1295

North-East Sales:
Jim Peck
Sales: 315-623-7655

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE
Pineville, N.C,

Call: BOB, MIKE,
ERNIE or MATT

Toll FREE 1-800-438-6040
1-704-889-4508

Fax 1-704-889-4540
e-mail sales@scmsinc.com

www.scmsinc.com

Removable media can be transferred to a
PC for file download and editing.

buttons and operating indicators. When
considering any recorder, look at the trans-
port controls and how they are laid out. For
some, a valuable feature is the ability to lock
the controls while it is in use to prevent
unintentionally stopping the recorder or
changing settings.

Mixed media
One important consideration is the re-

cording media. Mechanical media, such as
cassette, DAT, Minidisc and hard drives, are
all established and proven formats. More
recently,solid-state media have become pop-

their use in consum-
er electronics.

Solid-state media have no moving parts and
have long life spans. Because of the consumer
demand, the available storage capacity con-
tinues to rise as the price falls. Mechanical
media also provide long storage capacities,
but will see a finite life. Also, mechanical
media tend to cost less than the equivalent
capacity of solid-state media.

Media availability should also be consid-
ered. Most media is available through tradi-
tional dealers or online, but when a user is in
the field, the ability to buy additional media on
short notice is a consideration.

Compact Flash cards, which are the most
popular solid-state media used in portable
recorders, are available at almost any con-
sumer outlet with any electronic products.
The same is true of cassette and CD/DVD
recordable media. PCMCIA flash media is not
as common, but most devices that use this
media will accept a PCMCIA adapter for
Compact Flash cards. PCMCIA hard drives
are available at computer and bigger elec-
tronics stores. Minidisc can be found, but not
usually in any great quantity. DAT is almost
impossible to find anywhere but in a music
(as in musical instrument) store or boutique
electronics store.

The type of media also dictates what can
be done with the recording once it is com-
pleted. The solid-state media recorders

18 August 2004 www.beradio.com
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Easy -to -access, clearly labeled transport
controls ease operation.

typically store the audio as data files. If
the recorder has a USB or other data
connection, it can connect to the PC and
act like an external drive. Without the
data port, the media itself can be trans-
ferred to a media reader and the files can
be retrieved.

Reading and transferring files takes less
time than copying the audio in real-time.
While DAT and Minidisc media can be
transferred to other machi nes, retrieving the
audio file requires a real-time transfer. In
DAT's infancythere were efforts to use com-
puter DAT drives to read the audio data,but
data DATs did not see wide use, and the
copying schemes were not reliable.

More in store
The basic function of a recorder is to

record and playback audio. With digital
recorders, the file format may be a consid-
eration, especially if the audio will pass
through additional data -reduction coding
before it is put on the air. Ideally, a linear
file format would be used, but at the ex-
pense of storage capacity.

A recorder's extra features may suit a
particular need. Stereo recording, addi-
tional inputs, selectable mic or line inputs
or the ability to change encoding param-
eters are valid considerations.

On -board editing may be useful, particu-
larly for a field reporter filing a complete
story. Most on -board editing is limited to
basic cut -and -paste functions, but this is
effective at re -ordering elements and add-
ing interstitial material. The on -board ed-
iting can save the user the time of transfer-
ring the audio to an audio editor to com-
plete the element.

Some recorders provide a means to trans-
fer audio via a telephone connection. Ma-
rantz and Nagra offer un its that provide POTS

connectivity. Sonifex,Orban,Nagra and May -
corn have units with ISDN connectivity

While Compact Flash and other solid -
continued on p. 22
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BROADCAST PRODUC15

YOUR SALES MANAGEMENT TEAM

*.

MIKE TROJE
Western Regional Sales Manager

800.733 5011
mtroje@drs-bt corn

DAVE HULTSMAN
Eastern Regional Sales Manager

888 822 1078
dh.ltsman@drs-bt.com

BRET BREWER
nroodcast Marketing Manager

800 733 5011

bbrewer@drs-bt.com

DRS BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY, INC.

DRS
TECHNOLOGIES

www.drs-bt.com 800.733.5011
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Manufacturer/
Model

c2,1pirn.
Media

wo.com
Compact

Flash

Media
Capacity

2GB

Media
Slots

1

Stereo/
Mono

stereo

Size
inches,
wxhxd

Weight
lbs. (w/o
batteries)

2.87

Inputs

XLRmic,
stereo RCA,

S/PDIF

Outputs Power Extras

record buffer,
monitor

speaker, edit
s/w, USB

10.4x2x7.3 stereo
RCA,

S/PDIF

8 AA

CD -R,

CD-RVV

700MB 2 stereo 11 x4x9 7 2 mic/line
XLR & 1/4",

S/PDIF,

RCA line

RCA S/PDIF,

dual stereo
RCA

external
battery

internal mic,
monitor

speaker,

Cassette any 1 nrunu 9x2x6.5 2.9 1/4" mic,
1 /8" mic,

RCA line

RCA line 3 D monitor
speaker,

mic,
3 heads

Cassette any 1 mono 9x2x6.5 2.9 XLRmic,
1/8" mic,
RCA line

RCA line 3 D monitor
speaker,

mic,
3 heads, telco

Cassette any 1 mono 9x2x6.5 2.9 1 /8" mic,

RCA line

RCA line 3D monitor
speaker,

mic, 2 heads

Cassette any 1 mono 9x2x6.5 2.9 1/8" mic,
RCA line

RCA line 3 D monitor
speaker,

mic, 2 heads

It always makes sense

to have a "Plan B"

Audio Transformers available in the USA
from Stevens & Billington Limited

111
_.,.

For More Information
Please Visit

vvww.stevens-billington.co.uk/usa
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Manufacturer/
Model

Mayah  www.mayah.com
Flashman Compact

Flash

Media Media
Capacih Slots

256MB 1

Stereo/
Mono

both

Size
inches,
wxhxcl

Maycom  www.maycom.nl
Easycorder internal

solid-state,
PCMCIA slot

Handheld II

any PCMCIA 1 both

Compact
Flash

512MB 1 both

Nagra  www.nagraaudio.com
ARES-P PCMCIA

ARES-Pll

ARES-C

ARES-BB

any 1 both

PCMCIA any 1 both

PCMCIA any 1 both

PCMCIA any 1 both

Weight
lbs. o Inpt.ts
batteries

Extras

5x2.1x5 8 1.3 XLR nic,
3.5mm mic

3.5mm line,
3.5mm

4 AA

3.5mm S/PDIF
S/PDIF

7.5x2.4x9.5 5.3 w/ 2 micline 2 XLR 8 monitor
batteries XLR, cinch

S/PDIF
line, AES-3,
S/PDIFcinch

speaker,
editing, ISDN

7x2.5x1.2 0.66 w/
batteries

2 micline 2 unbalanced
line

4 AAA monitor
speaker,

mic, docking
station

7.5x3.25.x1 1 mic, line 5 AA

7.5x3.25x1 1 mic, line 5 AA monitor
speaker,

USB

11.4x5.6:.3.6 6.4 w/
batteries

2 XLR mic,
DIN -15 line

AES-3 XLR 4U POTS, ISDN,

editor

6.3x6.6x2.2 2 2 XLf. mic 6A\ USB

Powerful Automation from BSI
Free system

upgrades
available

,Series novv!
110

$9999

Purchase a system from BSI with the confidence that you're buying years of research into what makes an automation and hard-
disk play out system reliable, powerful and versatile. Dell Computers with 3 -year on -site warranty, professional AudioScience
multi -output sound cards and BSI software make a great combination.

Our team of broadcast professionals installs and configures your system so that everything is ready to run out of the box. We
include telephone training to help you get started, and the Series 110 comes with a full year of standard telephone support and
software upgrades. For added peace of mind, software mirroring synchronizes your machines, so that changes made on one
computer are reflected on the other.

BSI systems are used in stations across the I'S and around the world.

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile
BSI software really is. Test and try before you buy.

I9roadcast

Software International 1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A, Eugene, OR 97405
_ww.bsiusa.com 888-BSI-USA1 (888-274-8721) info* bsiusa.com

ara el espanol, Hamada Felipe Chavez, Distribuidor tie los E.E.U.U.
16) 368-6332 fchavezw ommedianet.com
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(LIT]
state media are becoming more popular and offer-
ing greater storage capacities, keep in mind that the
recorder may not be able to recognize the extended
storage, depending on how the unit accesses the
storage. The latest mega -memory card may not
work. The manufacturer should be able to provide
information on this limitation if one exists.

Whatever features are chosen, be sure that the
intended user can easily understand the controls.
The perfect feature set is useless if the user ca n't arm

In addition to audio connections, USB, time code and other
connectivity increase flexibility.

the machine and record. Also,the additional features must also be
easy to use and understand.

The final consideration is the robustness of the unit itself. The
recorder will be bumped and banged quite often, and probably
dropped at least once.

The Broadcast Industry's FIRST
6 -channel UNcom ressed Di ital STL

FORWARD

REFLECTED

VSWR

TFT.

 4111.

MORAL STL TRAMSNITTER

0 0

11400(1A60 DIGITAL STL TRANSMITTER

MODEL467 DIGITAL 511 RECEIVER

Advanced Technology, Only From TFT

 6 UNcompressed Program Channels, maximum

 PC Configurable from Front Panel for Frequency, I/0, Alarms, LCD

 Supports 48, 44.1, as well as 32 ks/s Sample Rates

 256 QAM, 64 QAM, 16 QAM Modulation

 AES/EBU or Analog I/O - Built -In Sample Rate Converters

 Major/Minor Alarms on both Transmitter and Receiver

 3.125 kHz Step Size

I IN I
Phone: (+1)408-943-9323

FAX: (+1)408-432-9218

www.TFTlnc.com e-mail: info@tftinc.com
1953 Concourse Drive. San Jose, CA 95131

f

Tech tip
When a stereo recorder is used in an

interview, the mono audio is usually fed
toboth channels. With tape, this provides
some backup in caseonesideof the tape
is damaged. With flash media, it merely
doubles the size of the recording.

If the interview will beedited in a way
that the interviewer and interviewee
will be separated in the final produc-
tion, it may be advantageous to feed the
two channels separately, with the host
on one channel and the guest on the
other. Some audio leakage will occur
between tracks, but it will provide a
cleaner sound of each voice.

If the interview will be left intact, the
second audio channel can be used for
a safety copy of the interview. Feed the
mono audio to both tracks, but reduce
the level of one input by 15dB to com-
pensate fora loud response, la ughter or
other unexpected audio burst.

923 18
OHMS OHMS

Input
Impedance

2100
()HMS

923
OHMS

;q'
Out

Imnec
ut

ante
320

OHMS

18
OHMS

Recorders with separate level con-
trols for each channel can be set to
accommodate this setup. For units with
fixed input balances, a Y adapter with
a pad in one output can be made. The
pad can be installed inside an XLR shell.

The figure above shows a 15dB pad
that can be used to build the adapter.
The input impedance of this pad is
about 2.1kfl. The output impedance is
32012. You may need to adjust these
values to account for the output im-
pedance of your mic and the input
impedance of your recorder.

More information on designing and
building pads can be found in the Engi-
neer's Notebook at beradio.com.
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Logitek Brings Large Console Flexibility

to small workspaces

You don't need to settle for less when designing
small on -air or production rooms.
Logitek's Remora Digital Console brings you all the flexibility of larger consoles in
a very small footprint. As a control surface for our Audio Engine digital router, the
Remora offers you access to all inputs and outputs on the Audio Engine, multiple
mix -minus busses, dedicated talkbacks, and more. Remora consoles give you fast,
convenient tabletop installation-no need for cutouts or custom furniture des gns.
And, its attractive full color displays plus stereo LED meters give you all the
information you need at a glance.

Try the Remora as a companion to our popular Numix console or on its own. You'll
soon see why Logitek's Console Router Systems make sense for your facility.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor
Houston, TX 77081 USA 713.664.4470 800.231.5870 www.logitekaudio.com

Remora -10 console at
Cache Valley Broadcasting, Logan, UT

Possible Remora Configurations

Remora -4: four faders with controls
for input assignment, monitors, and
console functions

Remora -10 (shown): addition of
six -fader module brings additional
mixing capability with another
stereo LED meter

Remora -16: incorporates Remora -4
base unit with two 6 -fader modules

Remora -22: incorporates Remora -4
base unit with three 6 -fader modules

Logitek
Console Router Systems

0 2003 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.



Manufacturer/
Model

Orban  www.orban.com
Opticodec

Media

PCMCIA
7000

Media
Capacity

16MB to,

80MB

Media
Slots

1

Stereo/
Mono

both

Size
inches,
wxhxd

6x9.5x2.375

Weight
lbs. ,YY o

batteries

3.2 w/
batteries

Inputs

2 XLR

midline

Outputs '

2 XLR

midline

Power

7.2Vdc
LI-ion

Extras

ISDN,
editor

Pocketrec  www.pocketrec.com
Pocketrec PDA recorder

software

depends on
hardware

ti

Sonfiex  www.soni
Courier

ex.co.uk
PCMCIA any 1 both 9.5x3.1 x10.25 3.3 w/

batteries
2 midline

XLR w/
phantom

2 line XLR,
AES-3 XLR

camcorder
battery,
6 M

monitor
speaker,

POTS, ISDN

Sony  www.sony.com/protessional
PCM-M1 DAT 120mins 1 stereo 3.15x4.6x1.15 0.64 3.5mmTRS

midline
7 -pin

digital
2 AA

Sound Devices  www.sounddevices.com
722

744T

internal HD,
PCMCIA

20GB HD 1 both 1.65x7.58x4.41 2.2 XLR midline,
TA3 line,

AES-3, AES3-ID

AES-31D

BNC

onboard
battery,

record buffer
Firewire

internal HD,
PCMCIA

40GB HD 1 1, 2 or 4
channels

1.65x7.58x4.41 2.3 XLR midline,
AES-3,AES3-lD

2 AES-3ID
BNC

onboard
battery

record buffer

Tascam  www.tascam.com
DA -P1

11111k

DAT

r

120mins 1 stereo 10.2x2.125x
7.375

2.6 XLR midline,
stereo RCA,

i
S/PDIF RCA

stereo RCA,
S/PDIF RCA

battery
pack

- parameter depends on hardware us

Just because its compact doesn't mean it has less impact. You're reading this aren't you!?

DSPX, the 1RU sized FM.IBOC-HD-NET processor from BW. Small box, small price,BIG sound.

Now available nom broadcasters general store.

For more info or to arrange a demo contact 805 on 352-622 7700

DSPX DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCAST PROCESSOR
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Leading POTS Codecs Compared.

Comrcx Matrix 'Heinle Commander Zephyr Xport

Audio Bandwidth Or 24 kbps
(4 19 kb',

14 kilt

11.2 kllz
17, kilt

kilt

15 RIG
15 kHz

Direct Internet Software Updates No No Yes, via Ethernet port

Digital PC Audio Input No Yes, via Ethernet port
and supplied driver

Audio Metering (XMIT/RCV) Transmit only One -at -a -time Simultaneous

\ udio Processing None Simple AGC Digital multi -band ACC with
look -ahead limiter by (Mini.,

Remote Control No RS -232 and dedicated computer Ethernet via Web browser

\uto Dial Storage 19 Numbers 50 Numbers 100 Numbers

Frequently -Used Settings Storage none none 30

Standards -based POTS Codec No - Proprietary No - Proprietary Yes - aacPlus (MPEG HEAAC)

Transmit Receive Quality Display No Yes Yes

Contact Closures 2 3

Display Resolution I20x32 LCD 120:32 LCD 128x84 LCD

Analog Cell Phone Interface Optional Standard Standard

Mixer Inputs I mic, I ink / line 2 rine / line I mlc, I line

Phantom Power No No Yes - 12 volt

Automatic Voice -Grade Backup No No Yes

I'ower Supply External External Internal auto -switching

I ocal Mix Audio Outputs
Headphone Yes Yes Yes

Line Level Yes No Yes

Direct Receive Audio Output No Yes Yes

Uses ISDN at the Studio Side for No No Yes - your Zephyr Xstream
becomes universal POTS

and ISDN codec.
More Reliable Connections

Available ISDN Option $850.00 (adds MPEG L3 & G.722) S850.00 (adds G.722) $495.00 (adds 0.722 & state -of -
the -art AAC-I.D for

high fidelity and low delay)

List Price:* $3,700.00 $3,650.00 $2,495.03)

The world's most advanced POTS codec
is also the world's lowest priced POTS codec.

AUDIO I NETWORKS

 Refers to base MSRP without ISDN option as of S/1/04. The Telos logo, Zephyr. Zephyr Xstream. Zephyr Xport are all registered trademarks of TLS Corporation. 0 2004. aacPlus (TM) Coding Technologies.
Convex. Tl.11ne and associated trademarks are property of their respective owners Product spefications quoted from manufacturer's moot current published documentation at time of printing.



The routing switcher gets a new twist.
(About five twists per inch, actually.)

Everybody needs to share audio. Sometimes just a few signals - sometimes a few hundred. Across the hall, between floors, now and then
across campus. Routing switchers are a convenient way to manage and share your audio but will your GM ,eally let you buy a router thatcosts

more than his dream car? Unlikely.

If you need a routing switcher but aren't made of money, consider Axia, the Ethernet -based audio network. Yes, Ethernet. Axia is a true network.

Place our audio adapter nodes next to your sources and destinations, then connect using standard Ethernet switches and Cat -6. Imagine the

simplicity and power of Ethernet connecting any studio device to any other, any room to any other, any building to any other... you get the idea.
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Scalable, flexible, reliable... pick any three.
An expensive proprietary router isn't practical for

smaller facilities. In fact, it doesn't scale all that

well for larger ones. Here's

where an expandable

network really shines.

Connect eight Axia 8x8 Audio Nodes using

Cat -6 cable and an Ethernet switch and

you've got a 64x64 routing switcher. And you

can easily add more I/O whenever and

wherever you need it. Build a 128x128 sys-

tem... or 1024x1024... use a Gigabit fiber back-

bone and the sky's the limit.
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Are you still using PC sound cards?

Even the best sound cards are compromised

by PC noise, inconvenient output connectors,

poor headroom, and other
gremlins. Instead load the

Axia iP-Audio Driver for

Windows* on your workstations and connect

directly to the Axia audio network using their

Ethernet ports. Not only will your PC productions

sound fantastic, you'll eliminate soundcards and

the hardware they usually feed (like router or

console input modules). lust think of all the

cash you'll save.

Put your preamps

where your mics are.
Most mainframe routers have no mic inputs,

so you need to buy preamps. With Aria you get

ultra -low -noise preamps with Phantom power.

Put a node in each studio, right next to the mics,

to keep mic cables nice and tight, then send
multiple mic channels to the network on a single

Cat -6 cable. And did we mention that each Mic

Node has eight stereo line
outputs for headphones?
Nice bonus.

ti

With a little help from our friends.
A networked audio system doesn't just

replace a traditional router - it improves upon
it. Already, companies in our industry are realiz-

ing the advantages of tightly integrated systems,

and are making new products that reap those

benefits. Working with our

partners, Axia Audio is

bringing new thinking and
ideas to audio distribution, machine control,
Program Associated Data (PAD), and even

wiring convenience.

.4011.1111.11111.11116s....larr.

 - Put your snake on a diet.

Nobody loves cable snakes.

Besides soldering a jillion connectors, just try

finding the pair you want when there's a

change to make. Axia Audio Nodes come
in AES/EBU and balanced stereo analog

Flavors. Put a batch cf Nodes on each end

of a Cat -6 run, and BAM! a hi -directional

multi -channel snake. Jse media converters

and a fiber link for extra -long

runs between studios -
or between buildings.

Would you like some control with that?
theme are plenty of ways to control your Axia

network. For instance, you11 find built-in

webservers on all Axia equipment for easy

configuration via browser. PathfinderPC
software for Windows gives you central

contrcl of every audio path in
your plant. kouter Selector

nodes a6ow quick local

source selection, and intelligen: studio control

surfaces let talent easily access and mix any

source in your networked facility.
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lei-This sounds expensive.' lust the opposite, really. Axia saves money by eliminating distribution amps, line selectors, sound cards,

patch bays, multi -pair cables, and tons of discrete wiring - not to mention the installation and maintenance time you'll recover.
And those are just side benefits: our hardware is about half the cost of those big mainframe routers. That's right... half.

Once you experience the benefits of networked audio, you will never want to go back. AxiaAudio corn for details.



By Allen J. Singer

A long -overdue studio build brings a high-tech look
Asfter spending 15 years high atop Frog's Mountain, Clear

Channel has successfully moved its four AM and two FM
tations plus five radio networks out of Mount Adams in

Cincinnati.This quaint hilltop suburb filled withVictorian houses,
gaslights and narrow, hilly streets hosted the old Clear Channel
studios in three cramped floors in an office building that had long
since been outgrown. This summer the rock jocks,talk show hosts,
production crew and salespeople stepped into their shiny new
high-tech facility in the nearby suburb of Kenwood, and at the end
of July, two more stations located in another part of town joined
them. Now that the feat is complete, 250 personnel, including 75
on -air and engineering staff, will all create the magic of radio on
one floor under just one roof.

Clear Channel Cincinnati was required to be out of its old
building by June 30, or else the company would have had to pay
a penalty of $1 million to the landlords. Given the recent severity
of the fines, they were well-advised to move their 26 studios by the
deadline, because Clear Channel corporate would not have
reacted favorably to paying this penalty. After searching Cincinnati
for suitable space, local and corporate management chose a
building in Kenwood. This location was centrally located and
offered the required square footage: although nearly any building
around town would have been better than the one previously
occupied for a decade and a half.

Fifteen years ago,the Jacor-owned WLW AM and WEBN FM were
located on one floor in a Mount Adams office building on St.

Gregory St. Over the years, more stations were bought and sold,
Clear Channel bought Jacor, one floor became two, two floors
became three, and by 2004 the three floors held six radio stations
and five networks.The company had also bought twomore stations
that were located across town at a Clear Channel television facility.
Consolidation for all eight stations was an overdue necessity, and
it wasn't going to happen in Mount Adams.

Mount Adams is a tightly arranged, upscale, historic district
situated on top of one of Cincinnati's seven hills. Narrow steep
streets wind up and down rows of century -old homes, buildings,
bars and shops. Available on -street parking is a rarity,and onlya few
parking garages serve the area. It was here that WEBN radio staff
called their home Frog's Mountain (Frog being the station's mascot),
and by 2004 their building housed 11 broadcast entities:WEBN-FM,
WOFX-FM ,WLW-AM ,WSAI-AM ,WC KY -AM and WKRC-AM, as well as
the Bengals Radio Network, the Reds Radio Network, the Truckin'
Bozo Network, the Burbank Broadcast Network and the WKRC
Weekend Network. WVMX-FM and WKFS-FM were located in Clear
Channel's Channel 12 building in Mount Auburn.

The old facility occupied 28,000 square feet, with 26 studios spread
across the three floors. New studios were built as each station was
added over the years, and in the end the staff had to contend with
tangled mazes of wiring and outdated analog equipment mixed with
modern digital equipment and computer networks. This entire mess
was crammed inside an outdated building in desperate need of
repair. The overcrowded Clear Channel staff yearned for a change.

28 August 2004 www.beradio.com
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Swishing and swirling audio is the sad result of bit rate reduction combined ,.tiith the wrong processing Unless all
sources, storage media and transmission systems are linear the audio will be bit rate reduced at leas: once, probably

several times. Each pass generates more artifacts. Lower quality processing, multibz id compression, lim tirg and
clipping can make those artifacts even more apparent. But level control is still essential.

Introducing the new Compeilor" 320D - the world standard AGC is now available with both digta and
analog i/o. For almost two decades the Compellor has sustained its unrivaled reputation for 'invisible' operation.
The same cleanliness of circuitry and intelligence of processing algorithms that make it 'invisible' also make it
perfect for processing in the digital domain. The Compellor will not 'unmask' the masking from ups:ream reductions
znd it will feed a signal that will sail through downstream reductions.

The 320D fits any plant from all digital to all analog and anywhere in between. Perfect for all HD applications, the
Compellor 320D will help keep your great audio great at a price that won't wipe you out.

The NEW Aphex Model 320D Compellor - 2 Channel Compressor/Leveler with Digital and Analog 110

APHEX Improving the way the world sounds
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aph.ax com

Compellor and Aphex are registered trademarks of Aphex Systems
SYSTEMS
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Location, location, location
Kenwood is a sprawling upscale suburb on flat

ground,conveniently located off 1-71.The staff finds
it much easier to get to work now,and will no longer
need to drive four -wheel -drive SUVs uphill during
the winter months.'The location also offers plentiful
parking, nosteep hills, an abundance of restaurants
for everyone's tastes and loads of office space. By
the way, did 1 mention that there are no steep hills?

After Clear Channel chose the Kenwood office
building and signed on the dotted line, it hired the
Luckett and Farley Architects of Louisville, KY. This
firm's daunting task was to plan how to efficiently
fit 41 studios and offices into 50,000 square feet of
space on the entire sixth floor. Duke Construction
was brought in next, and spent four and a half
months in demolition and construction of the new
facility. Finally, to put the jewel into the crown of
Clear Channel, Harris came in and spent two and
a half months in systems integration.

Harris' team of five cabinet fabricators and four
wiring techs built studio cabinetry and equipment
racks, pre -wiring nearly everything at the Harris
shop. A team of three installers arrived to put in the
racks and equipment, and run the wires down
hallways into the rooms. As a result of their careful
planning and detailed work, the installation went
smoothly and no unexpected problems occurred

All the control rooms have layouts similar to the WEBN control
room shown here.

during the build -out. In the end, each station went live without a
hitch. ClearChannel was more than pleased with all of Harris's hard
work, especially since the whole project came in on budget.

Inside the facility
Technical operations occupies 25,000 square feet,and an addi-

tional 25,000 square feet is on the administrative/office side. The
studios are arranged in a U pattern with the main equipment room
located in the middle. The terminal room holds 52 equipment
racks,structured entirely around the Harris Vistamax Audio Man-
agement System, a futuristic routing device designed like a com-
puter network. There are 24 audio consoles and four VSDMs
(Very Small Digital Mixers) in the facility that are networked
through the Vistamax. This machine binds logic to audio over
a single CAT -5 cable,and allows all sources to be available to all

Acoustics First®
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

1
-_-,,,, w,4. .

727_____J koktiticekom

411441 The 1014 AcoustiKit
*

Fhe 1014 AcoustiKit is the small control
room package with real studio Art Diffusors .

Acoustics First combines these in one box with Cutting Wedge' foam,
Bermuda Triangle Traps -and specific instructions for installation.

The 1014 AcoustiKit is everything you need for a 10' X 14' control room,
without buying more than you need.

Toll Free I.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

r
Brand New!

DT -90
Telephone Controlled I

Audio Switcher I

,, .......... , ..

4 x 1 Stereo Audio Switcher
Also ....

Listen to selected audio on phone
Control four independent
momentary/latching relays
Built-in mic --- Listen to
remote location
Access code
Set number of ringsI

I

CONEX ELECTRO 1 1 11

Convenient plug-in terminal strips
LED status indicators
Conex reliable ... 1 year warranty

www.conex-electro.com

SYSTEMS
1602 Carolina St. P.O. Box 67 Bellingham. WA 98227

I 360-734-4323 FAX 360-676-4822
EMAIL conex400nex-electro.com 800-645-1061
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consoles over a single line. This is a system Harris has adopted
for all of its installations.

Outputs and inputs of every piece of equipment are terminated in the
rack to a CAT -5 punch block. Coming out of each rack is at least one
25 -pair CAT -5 multi -line laid into overhead wire racks,and terminating
to a series of punch blocks on the back wall. All cross -connects for the
equipment are done at the punch block wall. Unshielded CAT -5 was
used, so ground loops were avoided.

Some studios, like the WOFX control room, have Airwave consoles
that will be replaced by RMXdigital consoles next month.

Designers called for wire trays in the facility for
several reasons. The costs were much higher to
install computer floor, there were other offices in the
lower levels, the building featured high ceilings and
installers needed easy access to run cables to the
roof. Besides, once the wiring was all in place, it
would never have to be accessed again.

Two racks hold the Prophet production machines
to be used by production personnel, which are
accessible from the hallway. The Prophet audio
servers and local workstations for all stations and
radio networks are in an additional eight racks. An
entire center row of racks holds the IT infrastructure,
and several other racks hold satellite receivers,
three KU uplinks forthe networks, two-way and RPU
equipment, and eight more racks store the air
chains for each station. Two racks containing
public codec equ!pment, Hotlines, ISDN equip-
ment and Vistamax control, face the hallway avail-
able to staff 24 hours a day.

Exposed wire trays are affixed to the walls of the
hallway about 10 feet off the floor.This arrangement
allows engineering staff to easily add more wires in
future expansions without having to remove ceil-
ing tiles. Wires enter each studio off the trays
through four -inch conduits. Aesthetically,wire trays
in the hallways are acceptable provided the wires are
not sloppily laid in the trays. Detail -oriented cable

the most POPULAR furniture lines ever...

new for 2003
... all plastic surface & trim design
... modular for flexibility
... highest quality materials
... precision crafted
... professional features
... many options available

This new studio furniture line is engineered for studio decors
where non -wood trims are a design goal. Available in a wide
variety of colors, this furniture will complement any size market
application. The modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can be imagined.

arrakis systems inc.

only $2,995
call 970-461-0730 ext 329

www.arrakis-systems.com [970) 461-0730
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Blear Channel Cincinnati
installers made sure that would not be an issue.

The new facility contains eight on-aircontrol rooms,
five radio networks, 12 production rooms, fourvoice-
track rooms, various control rooms, talk studios and
networks to make up the 41 studios. Every studio
uses a heavy IAC soundproof door, which nearly
completely muffles all sound (except forthe loudest
music blasting in the studio). The walls are treated
with Acoustics First sound dampening panels, color
coded similarly for each studio and its adjacent
control room. The equipment in the studios ranges

ZpelwIIWIMOREFromYcnillRgr-IIWlgnwlinrINIIW-TflrWtfTransm r

Armstrong Transmitter X-10008 Made in USA

_'KW HD Radio' ready AM Transmitter for under $10K
Built with dual hot-swappable 600
Watt RF modules capable of 150%
modulation, X -1000B can bring
that major market sound to your
radio station. Engineered with the
latest technological innovations,
X -1000B offers high reliability,
built-in redundancy and it is HD
Radio' ready.

Best of all, our customers tell us
that the money they save running
the X -1000B pays for itself with

AARMSTRONG

Tel 315-673-1269 / sales@armstrongtx.com / www.armstrongtx.com

savings in electricity and
maintenance costs over an older
transmitter ...and as a bonus they
get exceptional reliability and that
major market sound for free.
But, don't take our word for it.
Talk to our customers already on -
the -air with the X -1000B. Call or
email for a users list and decide
for yDurself why owning this
transmitter is a no-brainer.

HD Radto Is a registered trade mark of teactudy Dcgdal Corporabon

Product Showcase

...

Sine Sysfems.

Model RFC -1 B Remote Facilites Controller
control transmiter from any telephone

 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
 programmable control by date and time
 optional printer and modem adapters
 programmable telemetry alarms

integrated rack panel

615 228 3500
pp/ oporoarom www slnesystems com

The V, LW talk studio, with a closer view
of the host position (bottom).

Installation
Team
Clear Channel Radio
Project Manager:

Chris Zrata
Prophet Integration:

David Abbott
Engineering Staff:

Ted Ker drick, Ted Ryan, Jim Eberhart,
Dave Smith, Rob Mueller,
Jeremy Harrison, Steve Bradford,
ToddJelison,Andrew Costa

Regional VP, Engineering:
Dan Mettler

Harris Broadcast
Project Manager/Engineering

Design: Paul Barzizza
VistaMax Integration:

Joe Perez
Cabinetry Design:

Nick Vain Haaster
Factory Integration:

Arnel Reyes, Willy Delarosa
Lead Installer:

Dennis vtathers
District Sales Manager:

Scott Berger
Director, Radio Systems:

Rich Redmond
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The cable trough runs down the hall, so
neat cable installation was important.

Equipment
List
Adobe -Audit on
Crow( 3-75 power amps

Ectro-Vcice RE -20 mics
ESE mite- clock system w/ GPS
3pcc 510C wire
--1ErrisTR&E Airwave consoles
-L-rrisTR&EBMXdigital consoles

rris7R&EImpules consoles
--trrisTR&E Integrator racks
--1.--nisTR&ERMXdigital consoles
-1.-nisTR&ESmoothline furniture
-iznis.TR&EVistamax
-1zrris:PR&EVSDM mixers
-Cacti 25-pairCAT5e
Bl 448 Speakers
BI 4410 speakers

_P3 Si ent Booms
Jnn:a arocessors
Droplh?.: Systems Nexgen
Sony MDS El 2 Minidisc
3y -net -ix 528E mic processors
Te ecari Aticer 161
Te os; 01 telephone system
Deno' 1:M951 -FA CD players
s'cx Poo ecitors
Ar re ready editors
A/ re-tidy rews editing

from basic to complex, depending on the needs of the station and particular
studio. The sports booths, for instance, simply have Wire Ready and Prophet
machines, and a HarrisVSDM that accepts outside sources like a Minidisc deck
so announcers can record and mix their actualities quickly and easily.

All studios are wired and laid out nearly identically to give them a
consistency that was sorely lacking in the old Mount Adams facility. The
stations have all been given the digital consoles. WEBN,WLW,WKRC,WCKY,
WSAI and the Network Master Control room (which takes care of the Bengals
Network) are all equipped with the new Harris BMXdigital consoles. The 12
production rooms as well as WOFX,WVMX,WITS,WEBN news,WLW news,

INC.
,JU KNOW WE KNOW RADICP

OPTIMOD-FM 8800
new from the worldwide leader in broadcast audio processing
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0 P 1111004111
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The OPTIMOD-,M 8300 uses
technology from Orban's flag-

ship 8400 to achieve competi-
tive performance that's unex-
pected in a mid-prced FM
processor. Quality sound is
what the 8300 is all about
- sound that cttracts
audiences by prov ding a
polished, outstandrigly pro-
fessional presentabon regardless
of format or soots) material.

With the 8300. .our signature
sound is lust c preset away

17._17

-017-!

you ro
oustooliz anti
Mop so

IfIreadit elaAlla
sound, knowing that the
resulrnatUre sOun

will rehAma consistent, tut -
to cut and source-to-sourc

Branding builds businesses
no otter process has the con- ,141,
sistency to brand your sound wh ft
like ai Orban OPTIMOD 92. '011_' minis

WEST COAST CENTRAL
Bernie O'Bnen
Cell 73 -695-1714
berniech@earthIsnk.net

MID -WEST
Mary Schnelle
Voice 1.800-245-4307
Fax 51: -583-1343
mschnelemaryschnelle.oarn

MID -SOUTH
Bob Mayben
Voice 877-391-2650
Fax Z56-543-0595
bobnayben@usa.corn

NORTH-EAST
Jim Peck
Voice 315-623-7655
Cell 315-430-7458
pecP001@twcnyrr corn

SOUTI--ATLANTIC
Art Writ e
Volce/Fa_,
Cell 779-630-9942
Ne,teartt eritt.ell-,1!,

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE

PINEVILLE, N.C. il,x4\.c
Toll FREE 800-438-6040

Fax 704-889-4540

Email sales@scmsinc.com
www.scmsinc.com
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The news editing stations are built around a Harris VSDM with
access to the Prophet Nexgen and Wire Ready systems.

Network Control 1 (which oversees the Reds Radio Network and
WKRC Weekend Network) and Network Control 2 (which runs
Truckin' Bozo Network and Burbank Broadcast Network) all cur-
rently use Airwave Digital consoles, which will be replaced with
new RMXdigital audio consoles in September.

Key interconnects
Because various portions of each day in every station are auto-

mated, operators monitor all stations around the clock in the Main
Control Room using a BMXdigital console. This room contains all
Burk transmitter remote controls, a CD player, a CD burner and a
dedicated Zephyr ISDN unit. Every station must continue to send
and receive EAS alerts so TFT 999 digital insertion units take the
analog EAS feed and inject a digital signal into the airchain.The EAS
Endec units are installed in the terminal room, and remote controls
are available in every station control room.The main RFSTL system

Coaxial Dynamics'

Line of Liquid/Air
Terminations are

quickly becoming the
industry standard for
testing, adjusting and

alignment of R.F.
Transmitters.

Liquid/Air Cooled
Loads are available to
handle requirements

from 600W to 12.5kW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPEIAUSTS IN RE TEST EQUIPMENT 8 COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com
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The WCKY talk studio provides ample room for guests, and the full
windows keep the room bright and open.

beams the digital signal to the transmitter site using Moseley and
Marti devices,and T1 and fiber lines using QEI Catlink and Telecast
Adder act as backups for all stations.

When the studio build -out was complete WEBN and WOFX were
switched over first, without any glitches or problems. Over the
course of the next few days,WLWWKRC,WCKY and WSAI went live.
As with the first two stations, nothing went wrong. Since the change,
no studios have reported any major problems.

All the stations' staff members have jumped right in and embraced
the new facility They have handled the change professionally and

enjoy working in the new setting and modem stu-
dios. WLW talk show host Bill Cunningham feels as
though he is onboard the Starship Enterprise, as he
acclimates to all the new, high-tech equipment.
Programming has commented that the stations all
sound dramatically bettersince the first day of broad-
casting from the new facility. In its new, all -digital
environment, ClearChannel Cincinnati has definite-
ly become the radio station facility of the future.

At the end of July WVMX and WKFS moved from
Mount Auburn. The Bengals Radio Network will go
live in August; its console and studio cabinets are
wired and ready to receive equipment. Through
August, Harris will implement the Vistamax Inter-
com system, and by September all the currently
used Airwave Digital consoles will be replaced with
the Harris RMXdigital consoles.

Thanks to the diligent etforts of Harris, the eight
stations and five networks of Clear Channel Cin-
cinnati now broadcast in clean digital sound. And
just as important, the staff now works more effi-
ciently with modern equipment in fresh, new and
spacious surroundings. After 15 years,the Frog has
found its new mountain.
Singer is a freelance writer and former radio engineer
in Cincinnati.

Flicus
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the technologybehmd Clear Channel Cincinnati,
Prophet Systems NexGen

ClearChannel Cincinnati uses Nex-
Gen Digital features to complement
the high-energy shows at its 25 -plus -
studio facility. System management
is worry -free with minimal ti me spent
configuring and maintaining the net-
work. Features in NexGen in-
clude WANcasting, enabling
stations to share resources,
Digital Reel -to -Reel, for time
shift recording of up to four
programs simultaneously on one
computer,and CDX/AFC,the most powerful and full -featured
CD ripper and automatic format converter available. F rophet
Systems is a complete digital technology company special-
izing in broadcast automation management and control.
NexGen Digital provides several hardware and software
configurations scalable to any size station.

www.prophetsys.com
800-658-14a3

Harris VistaMax gPlirtr'

The VistaMax networkable
aucio management system
has one aim: to improve the
bottom line by maximizing
the value of equipment and
audio assets. VistaMaA es-
tablishes an intelligent hub

It * 11.
IP
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that enables all connected consoles and audio assets to be
shared across the entre network. Creating a simple and
elegant resource -sharing platform, VistaMax eliminates or
greatly reduces the need for stand-alone routers, distribution
systems, and multipair bundles. Such consoles as Harris'
po3ularBMXdigital,itsnewVistaMax Small Digital Mixer and
its iew RMXdigi:al are zonnected to the hub vla simple fiber
an i/orCAT-5e cables. There is virtually no limit onVistaMax's
ex-mndability. Among its benefits,VistaMax accommodates
program or format d anges on the fly, allowing an entire
networked facility to be reconfigured quickly and easily.

www.hroadcastharris.com
81:110-4r2-131022
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Field Report

Audemat-Aztec FMX480
John A. Buffaloe

e are embarking on a complete upgrade
to our 15 -year -old analog facilities in prep-
aration to transmit an HD Radio signal.

it Part of this work is preparing the artist and
song data tote transmitted. Station man-
agement and programming requested the
ability to scroll song titles and artists, along
with call sign identification for our coun-
try station, KSON-FM. We also needed to
convert our composite digital STL to one
that would accommodate an AES digital
stream as well as the RBDS data. I have
always preferred to have the audio pro-
cessing at the studios, so to accomplish
the task I needed a stereo generator and
RBDS encoder at the transmittersite.These

Performance at a glance
Clear, well written manual

Easy to set up and program

Multi -function device in 1 RU

Good factory support

Easy access to input/output connections

Attractive design

needed to accept the AES signal being
sent from the studios. In speaking with
other engineers and vendors, the FMX480
was highly recommended as the solution
to the problem.

The FMX480 is a 1RU device that includes
an RBDS encoder, DARC encoder, stereo
generator, multiplex optimizer and multi-
plex limiter. It will accept analog left and
right audio as well as an AES digital stream.
We feed the AES output of our STL directly
into the digital input of the FMX480, along
with the serial data stream from our DAD-
Pro32 storage and playback system. The
FMX480 generates the stereo composite
signal and encodes the RBDS data for the

input to our exciter. We are not using the other features of
the device at this time.

When we first received the unit, we elected to operate it
on the bench for two weeks, while observing the output on
a Tektronix 2710 spectrum analyzer. We downloaded the
upgraded software and installed it while the unit was
running to see if it would cause any glitches in the audio
while processing the new data. It ran flawlessly. Setup and
programming of the RBDS and stereo generator functions
was straightforward, though somewhat complicated. The
manual is 125 pages and full of information. Certain
functions and input commands are highlighted in yellow
to indicate critical information. There is a front -panel
display to select various programming functions and
parameters of the unit, but you really must use a serial port
from your computer to properly program the device. You

can do this with a direct connection to the unit, as well as
through full remote access via its embedded Web server
supported by TCP/IFTelnet and FTP. The manual provides
good and clear details on the various programming func-
tions, as well as instructions on interfacing your automa-
tion to provide scrolling data. Along with the thorough
manual comes quick setup instructions to get you started.

When programming the scrolling data, you have the
option of running eight characters at a time for a predeter-
mined period of delay, or of running whole word text so
that one full word (up to eight characters) will appear at
a time. We chose the latter. Typically, you'll see something
to the effect of "The (scroll) Dance (scroll) by (scroll) Garth
(scroll) Brooks (scroll) on KSON" This presents a nice,
clean image for the listener to see on his receiver.

In operation
Audemat-Aztec uses kilohertz deviation when referring

to injection levels as opposed to percentages. This takes
a little getting used to, but is simple once you grasp the
concept. For instance,pilot injection is referenced as being
deviated at 6.8kHz, which equals 9 percent injection level.
All levels are referenced in this manner, and are easily
adjustable to match your system.

One of the best features of the device is an active
graphical representation of total and average modulation
when connected to a PC or laptop.The display is much like
a spectrum analyzer working in real time, but it shows
peaks and averages as the audio moves across the screen.
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This is certainly useful for comparing against the readings
shown on your modulation monitor, as well as for adjust-
ing your audio processing.

Having pre-programmed and observed the unit in oper-
ation on the bench, installation was simple. Plug it in, make
the connections and adjust the levels. That was it. The
stereo field is excellent in listening tests. I haven't made
measurements yet, but my ears tell me that it's good.

Serviceability is an issue in that it is such a complex
device contained in such a small package, that a compo-
nent failure would most likely involve the replacement of
the troublesome board, or return for repair. Our unit has
operated flawlessly since installation, but I have backup
systems in place.

Ins and outs
It is an attractive unit aesthetically. The front

panel design is clean and uncluttered, and the
rear panel offers plenty of finger room to get to the
various input and output connectors. The rear
panel includes a ground post for a solid connec-
tion, which is a nice feature.

Factory support has not been an issue, as we

Audemat-Aztec

P 305-692-7555

F 305-682-2233

Wwww.audemat-aztec.com

Eussales@audemat-aztec.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio
magazine feature for radio broadcasters. Each re-
port is prepared by well -qualified staff at a radio
station, production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for
the industry. Manufacturer support is limited to
providing loan equipment and to aiding the author
if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish
the results of any device tested, positive or negative.
No report should be considered an endorsement or
disapproval by Radio magazine.
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had no problems with the pro-
gramming or installation of the unit.
I was contacted by the company
almost immediately on receipt of
the unit with updated software and
suggestions for use of the eight
digital inputs for remote control
and e-mail alarm functions using
the embedded SMPT server. The
updated software allows the word
scrolling to be programmed.

The FMX480 has proven to be an
excellent solution to getting the AFS stream
on the air for KSON-FM, while allowing the
audio processing to remain at the studio
location.The artist and title scrolling works
beautifully. I look forward to using this
system on our other three FMs in the San
Diego market.

Buffaloe is the engineering manager of Jefferson -
Pilot Communications Company of California.

Now You Can Have Higher Accuracy Plus Value

GPS MASTER CLOCK
& TIME CODE GENERATOR

QUALITY STANDARD FEATURES:
 SMPTE/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B, ASCII Time Code Outputs  1PPS Output

 8 Satellite Tracking  Battery Back-up  GPS "Lock" Indicator
 Automatic Daylight Savings Time Correction  Time Zone Offset  Antenna

 45 nanosecond accuracy  3 Year Warranty  Plus More, for just $2495

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
 Parallel BCD Output  1 KPPS  10MHz Output  220 VAC  12-35 VDC

 Video Inserter  Video Sync -Generator  Hourly contact closures

/1111'" 142 Sierra Street El Segundo, CA 90245 USA1 Phone (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
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New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor
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Stereo sound card
Digigram
LCM220 version 2: Replacing the LCM220,
the LCM220v2 sound card offers 2/2 bal-
anced analog I/Os. The new board is
targeted at broadcast automation, perma-
nent playback, logging and other pro au-
dio applications. The card offers simulta-
neous and independent record and play-
back capabilities, as wel I as real-time, simul-
taneous MPEG Layer I and Layer II com-

pression and decompression during
record and playback. New features

include 24 -bit converters, an-
alog and digital level control

on the outputs, short length PCI
format (or 6.875"), as well as Univer-

sal PCI bus (5V, 5V+3.3V, or 3.3V) and
PCI-X bus compatibility. Additionally, the

card is compliant with Digigram's recently
launched PC codec MP3.

703-875-9100; fax 703-875-9161

www.igigramecom; input@digigram.com

New! FM Explorer
Online Visual Allocation Tool

Always Current - No Data Downloads - No Software to Buy
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datawople®

infoOdataworld.com
800-368-5754

PO Box 30730. Bethesda, MD 20824

Vocal eliminator
Alesis

Playmate Vocalist: This vocal remover and microphone
processorwith a built-in CD
player can adjust music
tempo and pitch in-
dependently.
This allows a vo-
calist to sing any
song in the opti-
mal key and to slow
down complex passages
for easy learning and singing in
different key ranges and tempos. The
system also includes 100 reverb algorithms, allowing the
user to match the ambiance of the music, or use reverb
effects more creatively. Other features include the ability to
transpose music ±7 half -steps, and adjust pitch ±18 percent;
adjust tempo from 50 percent to 150 percent; digital vocal
effects processor with selection of reverbs and an XLR
microphone input.

800-5-ALESIS; fax 310-255-3401; www.alesisecom

Audio level Interface
Aphex Systems

6 6 I 6 6

228: By converting eight channels of unbalanced
-10dBu audio to balanced +4dBm audio this interface allows
multiple audio channels to be converted without the need for
multiple discrete interfaces. The front -panel extended -range VU
meter provides calibration and monitoring of each channel indi-
vidually. Eight two-color signal presence/clip indicators show
signal presence and overload conditions. Front -panel gain trims
for all eight channels are provided. The front -panel indicator lights
can be dimmed if desired. All connectors are gold-plated.

818-767-2929; fax 818-767-2641; www.aphex.com; sales@aphexcom

Multi -track DAW
Sadie

PCM-H64: This system's TNG3 processor card is capable of editing,
equalizing, controlling dynam ics and
mixing into full surround
of as many as 64 channels
of 48kHz/24-bit audio, or
as many as 16 channels at
192kHz/24-bit. A fully mod-
ular system, its inter -card
bussing enables complex
mixer structures to span
multiple processingcards. Input/
output options include analog, digital and MADI at standard or higher
sample rates. As many as four cards can coexist in the same system.
The hardware is supported by Sadie V5.3 software.

615-327-1140; fax 615-327-1699; www.sadie.com; saleasadie.com
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Mic/line mixer
Intelix

8002MCB-FP: With the upgrade of
this front -panel control mic/line mixer, features include eight inputs by two outputs, bus selectors per
channel,low cut filter and front -panel channel gain and mic/line pad.The mixer was designed for broadcast
vehicles and other applications where rear -access to the mixer is limited. Eight -channel, dual bus mic/
line mixing, studio quality compression and limiting, actively balanced inputs and outputs, a dual -function
LED VU meter, phantom power, a headphone out, ac or dc power and XLR connectors are also features
of this product.

608-831-0880: fax 608-831-1833: www.intelix.com

Upgrades and
Updates

PulseCommunications (Pulsecom) has
upgraded the Program Channel Access Unit
(PCAU) for stereo. The updated feature set
ensures that the stereo imaging between the
left and right audio channels is retained.
The Pulsecom PCAU was developed in
conjunction with APT.
www.aptx.com

Lynx Studio Technology has released the
OSX Core Audio drivers for the company's
Lynx Two, L22 and AES16 products. The
final release allows the Lynx products to use
Apple Computer's CoreAudio protocol, and
operate with all G5 model computers.

www.lynxstudio.com

Mackie is now shipping the dxb*200 and
dxb*400. Both products provide a tactile
surface to operate a DAW via Firewire and
the Mackie Control Universal logic.

www.mackie.com

Disc Makers has introduced a USB 2.0
connect for its line of Reflex duplication
towers. The Reflex USB 2.0 connect
package is included on the Reflexl
duplicator and can be added as an option to
the Reflex Pro4 and Reflex Pro7.

www.discmakers.com

Moseley now offers SL9003Q configura-
tions allowing up to six channels of linear
32kHz or four channels of 44.1kHz
uncompressed audio in standard 950MHz
STL allocations.

www.moseleysb.com

RCS Mobile has exclusive availability of
the SMS short code 22022 and other
memorable short codes to radio station
programmers in the United States.

www.rcsworks.com

Cakewalk, MOTU, Steinberg and
Emagic, now support the Tascam FW-1884
audio/ MlDIThe FW-1884 adds worksta-
tions controls to a Mac or PC through a
Firewire cable.
www.tascam.com
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Radio Data Dimensions:
Making radio read and write.

If you're not tak:ng advantage of RDS on your analog FM channel, yoL may be
losing listeners and revenue. BE's Radio Data Dimensions simplifies feeding your

station's branding, ttle and artist information, sponsorship and promotioral messages,
Amber Alerts, and more. Increase income and listener loyalty using text messages with
traffic, weather, or even gas prices trom third -party providers. Part of BE's Total Radio
Program and Data Integration, Radio Data Dimensions puts you in control of today's
RDS and tomorrow's HD Radio opportunities in one integrated manacement suite.

Contact BE to put your data to work for you.

I=E
Broadcast Elt.conxn.s. Inc.  4103 North 24th Street. P.O. Box 3606, Quancy. Minors 62305-3606 U.SA

Telecilone: (217) 224-9600  Fax. (217) 224-9607  E -Mali bdcast@bdcast.com

Beni& est let ',tele, the SI logo xel eteithVAth f ..re registered trademarks of Broddcast flectronm okt
HD Rade Is a fegfaered trademark of elquIty Dotal Comotabon
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New Products
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Console controller
Broadcast Tools
CC -5: This controller allows non -broad-
cast consoles or digital workstations to
interface to any type of studio. The switch
console and controller may be separated.
The unit includes five channels of insert
switching to turn on or off console input
channelsorothersource equipment. Chan-
nel LEDs that may be programmed to flash
when activated.The controller also offers
balanced stereo monitor amplifier mute

control and the ability to
program channels 3, 4
and 5 for momentary
operation, which is use-
ful for intercom and
special mute functions
when activated. Addi-

tional features: stereo balanced internal
or external monitor switcher; the control-
ler may be purchased separately and
controlled from user -supplied switches
and indicators.

877-250-5575: tax 360-854-9419

wirakulcataislusar lai@koadcasttaalum

171000

Mic preamp
Mackie

11711111171111T1W31711,111111!il
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Onyx 800R: The 1RU Onyx 800R features simultaneous
analog and 24-bit/192kHz digital connectivity via ADAT
Lightpipe, AES/EBU and S/PDIF to work seamlessly with
analog and digital systems. The front panel provides easy
access to useful features such as selectable mic/line inputs
per channel, and two instrument input jacks, replacing the
need for an outboard DI box.

800-898-3211: fax 425-481-4331

wiramackianat pnadivikkhodien.

Ripper
Tunetracker Systems
Tuneprepper: Tuneprepper rips songs from CDs, locates
them online in a CD database, normalizes the cuts, removes
the silence from the front and back of each cut, encodes
them to one of more than a dozen possible formats, copies
the CD database information to its corresponding file at-
tr ibutes and stores them in the location of your choice. When
the ripper has finished with the songs, they are prepped and
ready for broadcast in Tunetracker or any other radio
automation software that supports the MP3 format.

868-835-5618: wiwthmetradmrsystallums

Ap ONE C* THE MOST POPULAR
CONSOLES EWER!!!

Yri

NOW owy //f/
$4,695

For more detailed information visit us at www.arrakis-systems.com ci call (970) 461-0730
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New Products
Ogee"Modular latite

on -air console I 11 \ /A / :47Studer a .-12,

On Air 500 Modulo: «

Based on the On Air 500 in its fixed -frame
version, this console also offers the ability to place individ-
ual modules wherever is most convenient for the users.
The console consists of one or two fader modules, one
master module, the meterbridge and a 19" electronics rack,
resulting in either a 6- or 12 -fader mixing desk. Technical
specifications and configurations remain identical to those
of the standard Studer On Air 500.

818-920-3212; fax 818-920-3208

www.studecck saleastudeuk Itholmes@bannattom

Kit for concrete shelters
Andrew
Hip Roof Kit: Suitable for areas where regulations require
that the shelter roofline match that of surrounding build-
ings, this kit contains the materials necessary for construct-
ing a hipped roof, including trusses, roof decking, nails,
clips, shingles, felt, lumber, anchors, tapcons, ridge vent,
fascia board,vinyl soffit and paint. The hip roof materials
are shipped to the shelter site in kit form.

800-DIAL-4-RF: fax 708-349-5444

bwAtankeitcom; rose.wolski@andiracom

Remote monitoring
Omnitronix
SL -10: The units small size and 48Vdc
operating voltage can monitor environ-
mental conditions within the cramped
quarters of pole -mounted, surface and
subterranean enclosures at microwave
relays, transmitting stations, fiber -network
hubs and cable boostersites by converting
contact closure inputs, voltage inputs, tem-
perature and humidi-
ty into SNMP trap
alarms. The monitor
offers additional utili-
ty to telecoms, cable
companies and
broadcast operators
who have equipment
functioning in 48Vdc
environments, as the unit has a power
output function (up to 9Vdc at 1A) that can
drive low-cost routers, hubs or other low -
powered network components at the site.

206-624-4985; fax 206-624-5611

twAtomitolitcam; infOlamitolium I

Control Freaks!!
New Relay Multipliers & Converters Distribute Control Where It's Needed

IF.T u;.3

The pREX Programmable Relay
Multiplier & Function Converter
Has 12 optocoupled inputs and 16
microprocessor -controlled relay outputs.

Control any output or a group of outputs from a
single input or from a group of inputs using logic
modes like AND, OR, XOR, NOR, NAND, NXOR,
Interlocked, etc.

D, Output modes include: Momentary, Toggled,
Leading or Trailing Edge, Pulse Stretching up
to 45 hours, Input Debounce, Maximum Ontime,
Minimum Ontime and more.

D Serial port for programming or contro ling the
relays using either terminal program or free GUI.

D 50 -pin telco connector for instant punchblock
connectivity. Telco block/cables also available.

The REX Affordable
Relay Expander/Multiplier

The REX accepts a wide variety of input signals
& converts them to contact closure outputs.

REX's optoco_ipled inputs can be driven from
active h gh or low incoming signals.

Each of the six inputs controls four SPST relays
for a total of 24 outputs.

The REX features a 50 -pin telco (RJ-21) type
connector that interfaces directly with prewired
telco punchblocks. Type 66 telco punchblocks &
cables are optionally available.

For more info visit
1 {CW1www.circuitwerkes.com  -

CIIIEUZIMCIEb - 2805 NW 6th Street, Gainesville. Florida 32609, USA. 11123:EIXEM
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Use Once a Day to
Alleviate Traffic

Congestion
ti

Traffic and billing made easy with
the affordable Traffic C.O.P. for Windows
Take the headache out of controlling traffic with Traffic C.O.P.

for Windows. Whether it's scheduling logs, printing invoices, or
managing receivables, the Traffic C.O.P. will work for you. And,

because it's Windows based traffic software, you get a
modern, reliable and easy to use program-all backed by the
superior customer support of Broadcast Data Consultants.

Isn't it time you get rid of congestion?

Call for your FREE CD demo today, or for more information.
please visit our web -site. AllA

Toll Free: 800-275-6204 faillp
www.broadcastdata.com VITO
Broadcast Data Consultants,

TRAFFIC C.O.P
51 South Main Ave., Suite 312, Clearwater, FL 33765 FOR WINL)0+.

www.mo
r ,

0

364,000+ Electronic Components
Over 1,000,000 Cross References
ommiNINI

New Products,

New Suppliers,

New Technologies,
New Catalog Every 90 Days!

MOUSERELECTRONICS
(800) 346-6873 www.mouser.com

Mouser , end Mouser Electronrc,v

a

Going Digital?
Go GoldWAV!

v

26,000 songs in 16 bit, 44.1
stereo .WAV files with all the

song data embedded.

Also available in GoldDrive
MPEG Layer 2, Mode 2

And with the purchase of any
Gold WAV or GoldDrive library
you can acquire a matching,

back-up, GoldDisc library
for half price.

1rou GEN-WIRY
GoldDisc - GoldDrive - Gold WAY

The World Plays Our Music!

www.TMCentury.com
972.406.6800  ThiCI4TMCentury.com

If lightning strites on your
tower are causing equipment

damage and lost air time -

the cast of Stati-Cat
system may be recovered

during your first lightning

season

AFFORDABLE - RUGGED

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

The Stati-Cat Lightning

Prevention System
provides a continuous, low -resistance
discharge path for the static electric

charge on tall structures.
DISSIPATION POINTS ARE 1/8"

STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

ortana
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington. N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 Fax (505) 326-2337
cortanacorporation.com
cortanal earthlink.net

The Digital
Matchbox!

DigiMatch 2X6 converts
digital audio between

AES/EBU and SPDIF. It's
also a digital DA, with six

digital audio outputs!

DigiMatch 2X6 is in
stock at all Henry

Engineering dealers.

www.henryeng.

(626) 355-3656

1-E
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

FAX 740-592-3898

GORMAN mulua,fime co ATHENS. OHIO

E

A

S

RWT RMT EOM
1 2 3

4

7

ENCOOER DECODER FCC 10. /AKERS

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlici%com E-mail: jimg@gorman-redlich.com

Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally' tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.

RF RF PARTS
COMPANY

 Audio  Broadcast
V Industrial V Communications

Audio Tubes  Transistors
Modules  Gasfets  Coax
Capacitors Rectifiers

Svetlana  Taylor  RFP  Eimac
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Toshiba  Thompson  Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol
 We Export 3

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

wwIlligiajts.com

Funtry
`BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 clay return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-7n-1031  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry. corn  e-mail info@baycountry.com

datawople

Engineering Tools
Feasability Studies
Longley-Rice RSL

Maps & Population
\ rea-to-Locate Studies

Markeriniz Tools
Custom Mapping
Demographic Reports
Zip Code Pinpointing.

www.dataworld.com

Management Tools
DataXpert'''
Coverage Maps
FLAG"' FCC Monitonng
LMA/Duopoly Studies

info@dataworld.com
800-368-5754  301-652-8822  fax: 301-656-5341
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The AES-302 Digital Audio
Switcher/Distribution System

1. am
al

Two Input Switcher
Automatic or Manual Switching
Optional Silence Sensor
Status Monitor with Memory
Front Panel Headphone Jack
High Quality 24 bit 96 KHz D A Converter

Introducing the next generation digital audio switcher from
BDI. Now you can have complete confidence in your signal
path with the AES-302. Feed main and back up AES streams
to the inputs and the selected feed is routed to four digital
outputs and an analog stereo output. If a fault occurs, the
automatic switcher selects the alternate feed. There is
extensive front panel error and operational status and a
headphone jack for confidence monitoring. The AES-302 has a
remote control interface for easy attachment to remote control
systems. The AES-302 is future proof too. The digital compo-
nents mount to a plug in pc board which can be upgraded in
the future should digital audio standards be enhanced or your
requirements change. Call your local broadcast equipment
dealer to order. Call us or visit our website for detailed
information.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916
Website: wv%, w.Broadcast-Dex ices.com

bdi
Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

 Create stunning -real-wodd- coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice. PTP. Okamura/Hata and
FCC with Probe IITM.

. Search for FM channels under spacings
and contour protection using FMCont"

- Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro"

-o Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D'

V..., "II ,.1 , \ I II. '.... elginelinng 0311§06119
4 eimmmiradmos *Rare mistime

ema legfRwrima irsomailmia

oft The leader In broadcast

wwwv-sotcom 800 743-3684

Our client list continues to grow
')))We would like to Thank -You
for your confidence and your

MOORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX,

ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's mocules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gea-. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with tie manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment.... sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM
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REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting & static electricriv

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALSO

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

no t
111,

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, NM 87401

whir

phone 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142

To Advertise

in the

Gallery

Section

Contact Steven Bell

913.967.1848

sbell@primediabusiness.com
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Custom Image Room Furniture

7 Li

Force 36 MF

Why Omnirax
MI Excellent collaborative custom design ability,

so you get exactly what you want
 Unique combination of style, functionality

and ergonomics
 Fanatical attention to detail
In 15 years of experience
 100% satisfaction guaranteed

P O. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607

www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com

A RECTIFIER TO FIT YOUR

TRANSMITTER

No matter
what transmitter
you own, we can
provide quality
rectifiers from stock.
We have a reliable, cost-
effective solut on to meet the
requirements of most AM and
FM transmitters built since the
1950s at prices better than the
manufacturers .

QUICK, COST-EFFECTIVE & EXPERT SOLUTIONS

www.rectifiers.com
800-649-6370

to advertise
Call to find out how advertising

in Radio can work for you!

Steven Bell 913-967-1848

sbell@primediabusiness.com

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

529 Rosedale Road

ECHINOLOGY Kennett Square,
PSAuit1e9314083

TEL: 610-925-2785  FAX: 610-925-2787
emaii:sales@studiotechnology.com

www.studiotechnology.com
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Towers
Above the Rest

Monopoles
Guyed Towers

Self -Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

Since 1943, ERI has provided
excellence in engineering,

reliability in service, and years
of manufacturing integrity.

Our past experience is
your future guarantee.

S WINDIP#

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

812-925-6000 vvvvw.ERlinc.com

1 kW 1998 Harris Quest
Solid State

1.5kW 1987 BE FM1.5A

3.5kW 1988 BE FM3.5A

3.5kW 1992 Harris HT3.5

10/12kW1980 CCA 12.000E
20kW 1978 Collins 831G2
25kW 1980 CSI T -25 -FA

(Amplifier Only)

25kW 1982 harris FM25K
30kW 1986 BE FM30A

50kW 1982 Harris Combiner
w/auto exciter -

transmitter switcher
USED AM TRANSMITTERS

lkW 1982 Continental 314R-1
1kW 1987 Harris SX1A

Solid State
2.5kW 1999 Hams "Gates 2"

Solid State
10kW 1986 Harris MW1OB
50kW 1985 Continental 317C2

50kW 1985 Harris MW50C3
50kW 1986 Nautel AMPFET 50

Solid State

Tran scorn Corporation
RITZ Fl FM Transmitters

Visit our new internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
ANALOG AND DIGITAL

VHF and UHF, 10 W to 10 kW
TV Antennas
TV STL

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
1kW UHF 1992 Acrodyne
10kW UHF 1999 Itelco T614C

(Like new -60 hrs. of usel

USED EXCITERS
Harris DIGIT. 2002
BE FX 30
Continental 802B

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Audio Amplifiers:

BGW 85
Crown D-75

Audiometrics Stereo Distribution
Amplifier

Belar AMM3 Modulation Monitor
HaMs AMS-G1 AM Stereo Generator
Inovonics AM Stereo Audio Processor
Kintronics 50kw AM RF Switch
Mosely remote controls
Potomac Phase Monitor AM 19

w/sampler

AND MUCH MORE

CALL US FOR A QUOTE !

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

III It311
800.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com
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EAS MONITORING
YAGI ANTENNAS

WEATHER CHANNEL
FREQUENCIES 162.0? MHZ

FM FREQUENCIES
88 TO 108 MHZ

ALL FREQUENCIES FROM 88
TO 1000 MHZ AVAILABLE

SAMCO ANTENNAS, INC.
(817)-336-4351

www.samcoantennas.com
email:samyagi@flash.net

Racily
Find out how advertising in the

Radio Marketplace section can work for you!!

Call Jennifer Shafer

800.896-9939  jshafer@primediabusiness.com

AM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

Nexus Broadcast
Quality Equipment, Low Price
Frequency Agile - Digitally Synthesized
Temperature & VSWR Protected
120 - 220 volts - Front Panel Controls
Stereo Generator/Processor (Optional)
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty
20 W Exciter $850 100 W Exciter $1795
250 W Exciter $2995 100 W Amp. $ 995
250 W Amp. $1795 500 W Amp. $3955
1KW Transmitter $5995 1KW Amp. $5495

Order Toll Free 800-219-7461
www.nexusbroadcast.com
P.O. Box 433 - Mt. Vernon, TX 75457

Classified
Help Wanted

Broadcast Electronics has an immediate opening for a Digital
Customer Service Engineer. Applicant must have an Associates
Degree of Applied Science in Electronics or equivalent, a minimum
of 2 years experience in the radio industry or equivalent, be willing
to travel 25% of the time and relocate to Quincy, IL. Experience

with the Broadcast Electronics AudioVAULT system is preferred, but not required.

Submit your resume via email to service@bdcast.com,
or fax it to 217-224-9607, attention Digital Customer Service Marager.
For more information, visit out website www.bdcast.com/jobs.html.

All inquiries will be held in strict confidence.

WSBC BROADCASTING

is looking for a Manager of
Engineering. We now own five AM
stations and one FM station in the
Chicago area. We need an
experienced person, familiar with
AM directional patterns and multi -
tower arrays. In addition, the
person will be involved in all
engineering and technology
aspects for this growing company.
Resumes, job and salary history to:

Harvey Wells
NINE -FM

6012 South Pulaski Road
Chicago, IL 60629

WSBC Broadcasting is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
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ADDISON. TEXAS

15001

972/661.5227

wonvibdg.com

Runs BERGER DESIGN GROUP

MOIVIGURE/1111110016 FOR K(11151101. SPACES

 ROOM KCOSI1C5N105011110 MOON

NOISE NO 1500IOIENR01.

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Applied Wireless, Inc
... providing options

AppledVAreless
Kevin McNamara
President A CEO

PO Box 926
New Market. MD 21774

tel.: 301 865 1011
tax.. 301 865 4422
email: kevinmcillapplieewirelessinc cur.

www appliedwirelessinc corn

Chapters

Get

piii,ued in
to an

SBE chapter

near you!

Rho you know
can make

all the difference

(317) 846-9000. x24
www.sbe.org

SOCIETA OF
BROADCAST EP GINEER%

Your online resource
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Call
Jennifer Shafer

800-896.9939
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Contributor Pro -file
Meet the professionals who write for Radio.

This month: Field Report, page 36.

John Buffaloe
Chief Engineer, Dir.

of Engineering
Jefferson -Pilot

San Diego

Buffaloe has been
in his current position
for 19 years. Previ-
ously, he was the op-
erations manager for

Noble Communications in San Diego for 10
years. He started his career as a part time
weekend announcer on WGCM-AM in Gulf-
port, MS, and continued as a DJ on WZZQ,
Jackson, MS, and KPRI in San Diego. He has
also held positions as a production director
and music director. He has built several studio
and transmitter facilities for various compa-
nies. He holds an FCC General Class license
and has attended the NAB Directional Anten-
na Seminar. Buffaloe is a private pilot, sailor,
golfer and blues guitarist.

Radio
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responsibility for errors or omissions.
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By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?
An early effort at creating a digital audio

cassette format, the SV-P100 digital cas-

Sample and Hold
The top 10 radio station

acquirers in 2003 were mostly
smaller ownership groups

Radio Station Acquisitions in 2003
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Source: BlArn's Media Access Pro, April 2004.

7 a 9 10

sette recorder used Pulse Code
Modulation to digitally encode
audio and store it on a standard

VHS cassette. According to the prod-
uct literature, the videotape trans-
port mechanism brought "the con-
venience normally associated with
conventional front -loading cassette
decks to a digital application" The
digital audio signal was recorded on
the video track. Tape loading was
automatic and an LED panel dis-
played the operating status.

Manufactured by Technics in 1982
when digital audio recording was
fairly new,the company claimed that,
with this machine, duplicate tapes
were exactly the same as the original.
Thus, every recording and every copy
was a master copy.

That was then

This picture is from the 1960 Democratic Conven-
tion held that year in the Los Angeles Sports Arena.
KPOL was a Mutual Broadcasting affiliate at the time
and Marvin Collins (on the right in the photo) was
assigned to the audio pool at the convention. Col-
lins' duty was to switch the floor microphones
during the delegate roll call using the switch panel
to his left.

Source: KPOL Photo Archive #1. Photo and description
by Marvin Collins. Posted and edited by Steve Blodgett
at www.earthsignals.com/Collins/0025/
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-8000
Digital Radio Console

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY! WHEATSTONE'S fourth
generation digital console has what you need: dual -domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; built-
in router integration with 8 -character displays; a choice of fea-
tures like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control and
event memory/recall-all without the ald of an external computer.
The D-8000 is an all -modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exc_usive
VDIrsetup software, letting you easily configure individual
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact
Wheatstone-the digital audio people!

sales ©wheats -tone.
tel 252-638-7000

w.wheatstone.corn
copyright 0 2004 by Wheatstone Corporation



GENERATInP- The On -Air Control
Surface for High -Traffic Studios

Quality is Easy to Identify with stainless
steel construction, easy servicing, and a

clean yet compact layout.

rf.1 .5.1 J=1 r'- r)i: fri.1.411.,Y1F)IJEJ.7 D19,1

ONE CAT -5 WIRE conveys all the control from this
surface to Wheatstone's Bridge System. You can bring
any system source (inputs or mixes) to any console
fader or monitor pot (source visibility software
controlled). You can set destinations for mixes, aux
sends and MXMs to anywhere in your facility. For
example, you could allow (or software disallow) your
news console to go to your on -air chain, or feed any
mix desired to a talent or remote position.

THIS MAJOR MARKET CONSOLE can handle all
the call -ins and remotes you'll encounter. Four faders
dedicated specifically to phone segments provide
errorfree interface to four callers or remotes, each
with independent caller and fader feeds, user

selectable talkback communication and adjacent
channel linking. A dedicated LCD display screen keeps
the operator informed and in control.

YOU CAN STORE AND NAME switch and fader
settings for each operator's task and recall them by
simply spinning an encoder and hitting a TAKE
button. And like our larger G-9, the G-8 has 12 user
programmable switches for salvos and intercoms plus
additional programmable TALK buttons for IFB
functions. And with full color LCD display screens the
operator will kncw for certain that his signal is clean,
his sources correct, and his preset signal is ready and
waiting. The G-8 has the layout and features to let
your operators work fast and accurately!

the digital audio leaders
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.com

www.vvhe t s t r-) e _ c) r).-)
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